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“As an independent student paying my 
own way through college, scholarships 
funded by generous alumni are very 
important to my college career.”
     —Kevin Harrington ’15

 

Your Membership Matters
Your Alumni Association membership 
supports scholarships for exceptional 
students, academic programs, alumni 
networks and mentoring programs. 
 Please continue this good work—
add to your membership today at 
UMassAlumni.com/membership!

Join the celebrations in Amherst as we mark the return of 
Coach Mark Whipple and UMass Football to McGuirk Stadium. 

Visit UMassAlumni.com/homecoming for updates

SAVE THE

Mark your calendar for Homecoming 2014!

SEPTEMBER 22-28

DATE!
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Don’t Be Afraid

I just read “Haunted Campus” (Spring 
2014), and I know how colocated groups 
like to create their own symbolism and 
legends, but there are thousands of 
colleges in the U.S. alone, so each isn’t 
as insular as we might think at the im-
mediate time we’re there. There’s never 
been any verifiable evidence for the 
existence of ghosts, so we shouldn’t be 
carrying on this “tradition,” especially at 
a forward-thinking university of high-
level academics.

Dr. Ben Locwin ’98
Portsmouth, New Hampshire

The Orchard Hill photo shows a tree 
being enveloped by the non-native and 
very destructive invasive plant Oriental 
bittersweet. As a frequent visitor to 
Amherst, it is very sad to see how this 
vine has spread so rapidly in this area 
and that nobody at the university is 
doing anything about it. Invasive plants 
now infect almost 10 percent of our 
forests and many of our old fields in 
Massachusetts and are the biggest threat 
to our native biodiversity.

 Mike Leonard ’80
Consulting Forester

North Quabbin Forestry 
Petersham, Massachusetts

We’re after bittersweet, “the kudzu of 
the North.” UMass is a leading member 
of the Massachusetts Invasive Plant Advi-
sory Group (MIPAG), which works to 
eradicate invasive species. And, through 
its Invasive Plant Certification Program, 
UMass Extension teaches more than 100 
landscape professionals each year how to 
tackle invasives.—Ed.

Basement on Top

I was glad to see an article about a 
UMass and WMUA alum landing a 
great job at a major market radio station 
(“A Fan's Voice,” Spring 2014). I didn't 

quite like the seemingly backhanded 
slap the writer gave to WMUA when he 
wrote that Marc Bertrand had “come a 
long way from the WMUA studio in the 
basement of the Campus Center.”

 When I make a contribution to 
UMass, I always ask that it go toward 
WMUA, for good reason. WMUA helped 
immeasurably in launching my career 
and the career of many other radio and 
communication professionals. I was the 
program director of WMUA when the 
station moved from Marston Hall to the 
basement of the Campus Center. It was 
an amazing endeavor and in no way a 
bad thing and put the station across the 
hall from the Collegian.

 Thanks to WMUA a lot of people 
have gone a long way in their careers.

 Kevin C. Myron ’85
Brookline, Massachusetts

The Dish on Our Dish

I enjoyed your excellent story on the 
LMT (“Birth of a Telescope,” Spring 
2014), and am gratified you covered not 
only the science it does, but some of the 
technical aspects as well. As an engineer, 
I was also impressed that you got the 
details right—with possibly one small 
exception. The LMT is a magnificent 
instrument, but it is not the biggest 
millimeter-wave telescope ever built, if 
“biggest” refers to collecting area. 

That honor belongs to the Atacama 
Large Millimeter/submillimeter 
Array (ALMA) in Chile, which was 
inaugurated in 2013 after more than 
a decade of construction, at a cost of 
around $1.3 billion. With all 66 antennas 
operating, it has a total collecting area 
more than three times the LMT.

It is correct, however, to refer to 
the LMT as the largest single-dish 
millimeter-wave telescope on the planet.

Wes Grammer ’92G
Socorro, New Mexico

InBox

mailto:umassmag@admin.umass.edu
mailto:Updates@admin.umass.edu
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Around the Pond

Class of 2014 Rejoices
UMass Amherst awarded 5,500 undergraduate degrees 
and 1,100 graduate degrees in May.

Governor Deval Patrick (shown, above right, with 
Chancellor Kumble Subbaswamy) called for a future free 
of fossil fuels at the 2014 undergraduate commencement. 
Patrick said, “We cannot continue to consume so much of 
the world’s energy and take so little responsibility for the 
impact of that consumption on the lives of others, and the 
life of the planet itself.”

Photos by John Solem and Ben Barnhart
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A Spiritual Night 
Toni Morrison came to campus for a 
celebration of creativity.

THE VOICES OF NEW AFRICA led the 
audience in the spiritual “Lift Every Voice 

and Sing” to open a discussion of black women 
artists in the 21st century, held at a crowded 
Mullins Center in March.

The spiritual set the celebratory tone for the 
event presented by the W.E.B. Du Bois Afro-
American Studies Department. Nobel Prize 
winning novelist Toni Morrison, singer and 
social activist Bernice Johnson Reagon, and 
poet and playwright Sonia Sanchez shared their 
thoughts on the importance of artists in society, 
the changing role of the black female artist, and 
the contribution of the artist in defining what it 
means to be human in the 21st century.

Morrison, the author of 10 novels as well as 
children’s books, dramatic, and nonfiction works, 
reflected on her writing: “You try to give the 
sound of a simple word, the ramifications, the 
echo, the frame, the inside, the outside. It’s not 
just typing. There is a music in it.”

Writer Toni Morrison was an inspiring presence 
at the Mullins Center.

Tribute 
to Eugene 
Isenberg

EUGENE M. ISENBERG, a longtime benefactor and alumnus 

of the University of Massachusetts Amherst, passed away in 

March. He was warmly remembered by campus officials who praised 

his commitment to the university and its School of Management, 

which was named in his honor in 1997 in recognition of his 

transformational gift to the school.

Isenberg graduated from UMass Amherst in 1950 with a degree 

in economics and went on to head Nabors Industries, Inc., one of the 

largest oil and gas drilling contractors in the world. 

“Gene Isenberg was one of our most dedicated alumni,” said 

Chancellor Kumble Subbaswamy. “He never forgot his working-class 

upbringing in Chelsea and how a UMass education prepared him for 

life. Over the years, his generosity supported scholarships and faculty 

chairs for integrative studies in science, engineering and management 

as well as our highly regarded Isenberg School of Management.”

At the time of his death, Isenberg was serving as one of 

the four co-chairs of UMass Rising, the campus’s $300 million 

sesquicentennial fundraising campaign. He was also the founding 

president and a board member of the UMass Amherst Foundation. 

He and his wife, Ronnie, endowed three professorships and created 

the Isenberg Awards Program in addition to their naming gift to the 

School of Management.

You can read more about the life of Eugene Isenberg in the next 

issue of UMass Amherst magazine.

Ronnie and Eugene 
Isenberg (center, with 

Isenberg School of 
Management students) 

transformed UMass 
Amherst with their 

generosity.
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Around the Pond

Dream Chaser
How J.B. Bernstein’s life became  
a Disney movie.

HOW DO YOU wow the chancellor? With 
superior knowledge of cricket. When 

sports marketing pioneer J.B. Bernstein ’90 
visited campus in March, Chancellor Kumble 

Subbaswamy asked him to name the 
Indian cricketer who took out all 10 
wickets in one inning in a Test match. 
“Anil Kumble,” answered Bernstein 
without hesitation. “He happens 
to be my second cousin,” said the 
chancellor. “I’m very impressed.” 

Bernstein, the Alumni Associa-
tion’s 2014 Eleanor Bateman Alumni 
Scholar in Residence, also impressed 
his audience with the story of how 
he came to be featured in the Disney 
movie Million Dollar Arm, which 
opened in May.

A political science major at 
UMass Amherst, Bernstein went on to earn an 
MBA from the London School of Economics. 
He started a career in brand management at 
Proctor & Gamble and moved from there into 
sports marketing. He promoted Wayne Gretzky’s 
record-setting 802nd hockey goal and Dan 
Marino’s all-time touchdown record. Next, he 
was head of licensing for Major League Soccer. As 
a sports agent, Bernstein represented top athletes 
including Barry Bonds, Barry Sanders, and 
Emmitt Smith.

In 2007, Bernstein had the idea to conduct a 
televised talent search across India for athletes 
with the potential to pitch in Major League 
Baseball. “In India, boys grow up playing cricket, 
throwing a ball similar 
to a baseball 60 feet,” 
Bernstein says. “Find 
me a guy that throws 
fast and I’ll show you a 
pitcher.”

Many scoffed at 
Bernstein’s brainstorm, 
but six months later he 
was in Mumbai making 
deals for a reality televi-
sion show, The Million 
Dollar Arm. In its first 
season, 38,000 athletes 
tried out. The two top 

pitchers signed minor league contracts with the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. One of them, Rinku Singh, 
who had never thrown a baseball before the com-
petition, is still on the Pirates roster.

The Million Dollar Arm movie tells the story 
of the reality show; the teenage pitchers’ fish-out-
of-water experience in the United States; and, in 
Disney-speak, how Bernstein “learns valuable 
lessons about teamwork, commitment, and what 
it means to be a family.” The dashing Jon Hamm 
of Mad Men portrays Bernstein. 

At the end of his presentation, the real-life 
Disney hero told the Student Union Ballroom 
crowd, “Dreams are meant to be chased.”  
 —Patricia Sullivan

Jodi Picoult Loves  
the Library
Novelist donates her papers to  
Special Collections.

SARAH FOX ’14 says she had a “mini freak-
out” when she got a coveted ticket to see 

novelist Jodi Picoult speak at the Friends of the 
UMass Libraries annual dinner in March. Fox, 
her mother, and grandmother had just shared a 
copy of the latest Picoult best-seller, The Story-
tellers, and Fox had found the holocaust tale ex-
tremely compelling and emotionally touching.

When Picoult spoke at the dinner, Fox was 
impressed with the enormous amount of re-
search she does for her books, such as My Sis-
ter’s Keeper, which explores medical ethics, and 
Nineteen Minutes, the story of a school shooting. 
Picoult has donated her papers documenting her 
research and creative process to UMass Amherst 

Special Collections.
Picoult ended 

her talk with 
thoughts on the 
purposes of fiction 
and nonfiction. She 
said: “Nonfiction 
tells the reader what 
the world is like, or 
was like.  Fiction is 
a way to make sure 
that whatever hor-
ror happened in the 
past won't happen 
again.” 

Jon Hamm portrays 
J.B. Bernstein ’90 in 

Million Dollar Arm.

Sarah Fox ’14 (right) meets novelist Jodi Picoult. 
Another fan, Sarah Wiczek ’15, looks on.
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New Scholarship 
for Environmental 
Conservation 
Students
Alumna supports students who will 
work for sustainability.

PATRICIA “TRISH” Ryan ’67 spent her 
career in environmental health—much of it 

ensuring food, pool, and school safety. Grateful 
to UMass Amherst for sparking her interest in 
the field, Ryan, along with her husband, Larry 
Brown, has established an endowed scholarship 
to encourage and support students interested in 
this critical area. The Newbelle Scholarship for 
Environmental Conservation is part of Ryan’s 
estate plan and will annually fund an award for 
a junior with financial need and a grade point 
average of 3.0 or higher.

Ryan graduated from UMass Amherst’s 
School of Public Health in 1967 with a bach-

“You just think lovely, wonderful thoughts…
and they lift you up in the air!” Peter (Emma 
Ayres ’15) astounds the Darling children, Wendy 
(Gwendolyn Tunnicliffe ’17), Michael (Beth 
Codey ’14), and John (Mac Leslie ’15) with his 
joyous power of flight in this nursery scene from 
the UMass Theater spring production of  
J.M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, directed by MFA  
student Brianna Sloane.
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elor’s degree in medical 
technology. She went on 
to receive her master’s 
degree in public health, 
focusing on environ-
mental health, from the 
University of Washington 
and launched a successful 
25-year career. She says, “I 
very much want to sup-
port and encourage this 
area of study for students 
dedicated to the conser-
vation of our environ-
ment. With a burgeoning 
population, climate 
change, and an increased demand for resources 
we need well educated individuals to mitigate 
these challenges.”

Ryan and Brown’s generous gift will be 
counted toward the university’s comprehensive 
fund-raising campaign, UMass Rising, and will 
provide a lasting legacy that will have an impact 
on generations of students to come. As of May 31, 
more than $251 million has been raised toward 
the $300 million goal of UMass Rising. 

Steve Tracy, professor of Afro-American 
studies, served as an expert visual and 
textual consultant for this postage stamp 
featuring writer Ralph Ellison (1914-1994).
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Fish Meat 
A critical look at large-scale  
fish farming.

WHAT HAPPENS when a fish scientist’s 
quest to learn about fish farming takes 

him around the world? He creates documentaries 
in order to spread the word about sustainable 
aquaculture.

Fish Navy Films, which has premiered its films 
Fish Meat and Raising Shrimp at esteemed oceanic 
festivals, originated as the answer to a question. 

Assistant Professor of Fish Ecology Andy 
Danylchuk was well aware that aquaculture offers 
a way to supply humanity’s increasing appetite 
for fish protein while giving a break to perilously 
overfished seas. Yet he also knew that not all 
methods of fish farming are created equal. If the 
future of sea life protein rests on fish farms, what 
types of farming have the least environmental 
impact? Which are economically viable enough 
that their adoption is feasible? 

Danylchuk and his longtime friend environ-
mental engineer Ted Caplow wanted to create 
documentaries that educate about problems but 
also offer solutions. “A documentary reaches 
so many more people than an academic paper,” 

admits Danylchuk. So the 
two assembled a produc-
tion team and embarked to 
investigate modern aqua-
culture practices. Follow-
ing a fish tail of questions, 
their first documentary, 
Fish Meat, combines fact-
finding with fascinating 
travelogue.

Fish Meat looks 
critically at large-scale 
fish farming, contrasting 
the environmental impact 
of the waste created by 
offshore sea pens against 
the advantages of fish 
raised on land in systems 
that have closed waste 
streams. It also tackles 
issues that the average 
pescatarian might not 
have considered, such as 
the fact that carnivorous 
fish such as bluefin tuna 
and sea bass require a diet 

of other fish—and most of those fish have to be 
wild-caught. 

Danylchuk and Caplow identify some tradi-
tional operations that offer useful solutions for 
striking a balance with nature, such as an ancient 
fish farm terraced into the Taurus Mountains in 
Turkey, in which nitrogen-rich wastewater fertil-
izes crops below.

Another part of the solution, says Danylchuk, 
is eating different fish. We need to eat lower down 
the food chain, and dine on detritus feeders, such 
as carp, or vegetarian fish, such as tilapia.

Eating locally raised fish mitigates the carbon 
footprint of freezing and transporting fish over 
land from far-off places. Raising fish locally also 
can help support local farmers, who can grow the 
food for fish feed.

The sequel to Fish Meat, Raising Shrimp, just 
debuted on the festival circuit. Fish Navy’s third 
film, currently in post-production, examines the 
motivations behind fishing through four short 
stories. 

For Danylchuk, the real solution lies in chang-
ing the social norm. “Ask questions of your fish-
monger,” he insists. “Query your local market. 
Buy from purveyors whom you trust. If someone 
can’t give you a good answer about where their 
fish comes from, then don’t buy it. The solution 
lies in changing the demand.”

  —Laura Marjorie Miller

Follow Danylchuk’s latest documentary projects at 
www.fishnavy.com and on twitter @fishnavyfilms. 
Fish Meat is available for purchase on iTunes.

Berthiaumes Promote 
Entrepreneurship
Creating a richer learning environment 
for scholars, innovators, and 
entrepreneurs.

UMASS AMHERST has received a 
$10-million gift from longtime supporters 

Douglas and Diana Berthiaume to create a 
world-class Center for Entrepreneurship within 
the Isenberg School of Management. Douglas 
Berthiaume ’71, ’05Hon, an Isenberg School 
graduate, is chairman, president, and CEO of 
Waters Corporation in Milford, Mass., and 
co-chair of UMass Rising, the university’s 
$300-million fundraising campaign.

Andy Danylchuk 
roams the world 

to make insightful 
documentaries about 

fish farming.
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The Berthiaume Center will house a campus 
network of scholars, innovators, and entrepre-
neurs supporting research, education, and prac-
tice targeted at transforming ideas into business 
realities. The Berthiaumes’ donation builds on 
the couple’s extraordinary support for the uni-
versity, which includes a previous $5-million gift 
in support of Isenberg School initiatives.

The cross-disciplinary nature of the center 
will include significant collaborations with the 
College of Natural Sciences and the College of 
Engineering.

Douglas Berthiaume said, “Over the past 20 
years I have become intimately involved with a 
number of aspects of the university, including the 
school of management and the environmental 
sciences. I have seen firsthand how great research, 
a committed faculty and private partnerships 
give students a richer learning environment. Di-
ana and I look forward to seeing the impact this 
new center will have across the university.”

Berthiaume, who grew up in Chelmsford, was 
awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree 
from UMass Amherst in 2005.
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Benefactors Douglas and Diana Berthiaume will make real the vision of a 
cross-disciplinary center for entrepreneurship.
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Sports Minutes

Men’s Basketball
The 2013-14 season 
began as one of the 
most highly anticipated 
campaigns in more than 
a decade. From open-
ing with 10 consecutive 
victories, capturing the 
Charleston Classic title, 
returning to the national 
landscape, and conclud-
ing the season with the 
team’s first return to 
the NCAA Tournament 
since 1998, the Minute-
men brought the fan 
base to its highest levels 
of excitement in recent 
memory.

Seniors Sampson 
Carter, Raphiael 
Putney, and Chaz 
Williams captained 
the squad to its third 
consecutive 20-win 
season and the 17th in 
program history.  

Williams finished his 
UMass career ranked 
among the all-time lead-
ers: seventh in points 
with 1,653; first in assists 
with 702; and second 
in steals with 99. For 

his college career, he 
totaled 1,978 points 
and 840 assists, 23rd in 
NCAA Division I history.

Head Coach Derek 
Kellogg ’95 was named 
District I Coach of the 
Year by the U.S. Basket-
ball Writers of America 
and earned his 100th 
career coaching victory, 
moving him into third 
on the UMass coaching 
victories list, behind 
Jack Leaman ’79H and 
John Calipari ’97H.

Lacrosse
The women’s lacrosse 
team posted an 18-2 
record, its sixth con-
secutive Atlantic 10 
championship title, and 
reached the NCAA 
Tournament for the 
fourth straight year. 
Atlantic 10 Player of 
the Year Katie Ferris 
concluded her career as 
the 15th ranked all-time 
leading point producer 
in NCAA history with 
330.

UMass men’s 
lacrosse head coach 
Greg Cannella ’88 
guided the Minutemen 
to their 14th winning 
season in his 20-year 
tenure as the leader of 
the program. 

Rowing
The rowing program put 
together its strongest 
spring campaign in 
over 15 years, captur-
ing the Atlantic 10 title 
and advancing to the 
NCAA Championships. 
The Minutewomen also 
took home the Women’s 
Point Trophy from the 
prestigious Dad Vail Re-
gatta due to its Varsity 
8+, which entered the 
NCAA Championships 
undefeated.

Swimming & Diving
The women’s swim-
ming & diving team 
continued its ascent to 
the top of the Atlantic 
10 with its second top-
three finish at the A-10 

Championships in as 
many years. Michaela 
Butler completed her 
career by earning All-
America honors in both 
the 1- and 3-meter div-
ing competitions at the 
NCAA Championships. 
The first-ever UMass 
and A-10 All-American a 
year ago, she cemented 
herself as the greatest 
athlete in program his-
tory as a senior with a 
pair of top-5 finishes 
while being named A-10 
Championship Diver of 
the Meet and UMass 
Winter Scholar-Athlete 
for the third time.

Men’s swimming & 
diving posted its second 
consecutive runner-
up finish at the A-10 
Championships in Feb-
ruary, marking the 14th-
straight top-two finish 
under Coach Russ  
Yarworth ’78, ’84G. 

Tennis
The tennis team fin-
ished the 2013-14 cam-
paign with a 15-9 record 

and a semifinal appear-
ance in the Atlantic 10 
Tournament. Senior 
Jessica Podlofsky 
set the UMass all-time 
singles record with 74 
career victories. 

Women’s  
Track & Field
A thrilling Atlantic 10 
Outdoor Champion-
ship meet at the UMass 
Track & Field Complex 
capped the 2013-14 
women's cross country/
track and field cam-
paign, including a gold-
medal winning photo 
finish in the 4x800 me-
ter relay for the team 
of Courtney Neves, 
Meghan Leahy, Heath-
er MacLean, and Katie 
Powers. MacLean also 
won the 800 meter run, 
setting a UMass record 
in the preliminaries, 
and Atlantic 10 triple-
jump champion Becky 
Stoyle captured the 
team’s third gold medal, 
claiming her fourth 
straight A-10 title. 

Above clockwise from left: Katie Ferris, Varsity 8+ boat, Chaz Williams, Michaela Butler.

Winning Seasons
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What can fans expect to see different this year?
We want to be smart, disciplined, and aggres-

sive, and we are going to put our best players in 
positions to succeed. There is a lot of hard work 
involved and you have to win, I understand that, 
but the style or way you go about it is important 

and I think fans will see that the players are 
having fun, that they enjoy playing the 

game. We want to create an atmosphere 
that makes the game, pregame, and 
postgame an exciting event. 

What do you bring from your 
experience in the NFL that will help 
you here?

I have worked with many different 
plays and schemes at the highest level, 
in the NFL and at the University of 

Miami. My time in the NFL reaffirms 
that communication is really important, 

as is the trust between a coach and players. 
I was able to work with Bill Cowher at the 

Pittsburgh Steelers and Andy Reid at the 
Philadelphia Eagles and I learned a lot 
being around them. I learned what it was 
like to be an assistant coach again and 

that has really helped me in building a 
staff. I also learned a lot from the players; 
what they thought was good, what they 
thought was bad, and why they went to 
certain schools.

In your previous stint here, you predicted 
a national championship. Do you have 
any similar predictions this time around?

When I came here before, UMass had 
played for 20 years prior and I felt it had 
all the elements needed for a national 
championship. I thought we were on even 
ground. That is all I asked for. I won’t say 
UMass is on even ground with Alabama, 
not yet. We have to coach better and 
teach better. We have to eliminate a lot of 
mistakes and play a more team-oriented 
game. It isn’t going to happen overnight. 

The goal this year isn’t to win a 
national championship, the goal is 

to win a league championship.

You had success at UMass during your 
first tenure as coach, why did you want 
to return?

I like UMass and I believe in the 
university; it is a special place. I like the 
people here and have stayed in contact 
with a lot of them. When I originally 
came to UMass there was talk about mov-
ing to Division 1-A and I feel like I never 
had the chance to finish the entire job. 
Seeing UConn do it while I was away, and 
now that UMass has moved up a level, it 
is a challenge and I want that challenge. 
Aside from football, my family and I  
really enjoyed living here.

What does it mean to have football back 
on campus this year?

It is an important piece. There has to 
be a connection between fans and players. 
That is why McGuirk is such a great place. 
Our players always took a great deal of 
pride playing there and the record shows 
that historically it is a hard place to play if 
you are coming here as a visitor. The play-
ers are excited for the season and people are 
excited that football is coming back. 

What will it take to make UMass football 
great again?

It will take support from the administra-
tion and the community. But it is a two-way 
street and we have to do our part, too. We 
have to play hard and give our fans some-
thing to get excited about; give the student 
body something to get excited about. Foot-
ball is an entertainment business and I don’t 
think people get entertained by losing. 

Back to the  
Football Future

HEAD FOOTBALL COACH Mark Whipple 
led the Minutemen from 1998 to 2003 and 

guided them to an NCAA-1-AA National Cham-
pionship and two other postseason appearances. 
He talks about returning to UMass to coach after 
being away for more than a decade, what to ex-
pect from the Minutemen this year, and the value 
of his experience coaching in the NFL with 
the Steelers, Eagles, and Browns. 
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Kathmandu traffic 
police are exposed to 
extreme levels of air 

pollution.

Research Notebook

Prayer Flags and 
Particulates
Updating air pollution measurement 
methods on the streets of Nepal.

IN KATHMANDU, NEPAL, traffic police who 
regularly breathe the heavily polluted air are 

helping environmental health scientist Rick 
Peltier ’97 of the School of Public Health and 
Health Sciences demonstrate that air pollution 
can and should be regulated based on toxicology 
variables rather than simply on the volume of 
particles in the air.

The traffic control officers wear small waist 
packs containing solar-powered air samplers. Re-

searchers collect the filters and analyze them for 
airborne metals, ions, organic carbon and black 
carbon.  The researchers also collect blood sam-
ples and ask the traffic officers to use a spirom-
eter several times a day to assess lung function. 
For comparison purposes, the traffic police will 
wear protective face masks that greatly reduce air 
pollution exposure for half the week. 

The air quality samples and the health mea-
surement data will be analyzed at UMass. Says 
Peltier, “Unfortunately, the Kathmandu metro-
politan area has poor air quality, and it’s in a val-
ley so it is a persistent problem. We hypothesize 
that toxicity is related to the chemical compo-
nents of pollution. We know this is true in a Petri 
dish, but now we’ll be able to measure it in study 
subjects.” 

Bad Hair Days

WHEN A polar bear is stressed out, it shows in its hair. Chemical 

analyses by retired faculty member neuroscientist Jerrold Meyer 

and colleagues are helping to establish hair cortisol concentration as  

an important new biomarker for stress in wild animals facing global  

climate change.

Meyer’s lab has developed a technique to measure cortisol 

concentrations and worked to demonstrate its reliability and validity. In 

collaboration with Melinda Novak, chair of the psychology department, 

Meyer’s lab was among the first to show that a prolonged or major life  

stress leads to a demonstrable increase in cortisol in hair. The lab  

analyzed hair samples of 10 to 12 strands each from 88 polar bears  

legally killed by indigenous people in Greenland. 
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A New Moon
Is it time to embrace a simpler idea of 
the moon’s origins?

MANY OF US gaze at the moon, but Profes-
sor Emeritus of Geosciences Donald Wise 

has long pondered its origin. Before coming to 
teach at UMass in 1969 he was chief scientist and 
deputy director of NASA’s Apollo Lunar Explora-
tion Office. In the 1960s, Wise and colleagues put 

forward the 
“fission” theory 
of the moon’s 
origin. They 
proposed that 
the settling of 
the dense core 
of the rapidly 
spinning early 
Earth caused 
acceleration 
beyond stabil-
ity, so part 
of the outer 
mantle spun 
off to form the 
moon.

In 1975, the 
“giant impact” 
scenario of the 
moon’s origin 
took hold over 
the fission the-
ory. This posits 
that the moon 
formed when 
a large space 

body crashed into the young Earth and knocked 
off part of its outer mantle.

The giant impact theory prevails, but, writing 
in a recent issue of Physics Today, Wise says that 
new research demonstrates that it has a shaky 
foundation. No evidence of impact contamina-
tion by a non-Earth body has ever been found on 
the moon. And ever-more-precise tests show that 
lunar rocks are identical with Earth’s mantle. The 
latest computer simulations of the giant impact 
scenario might also support the fission theory.

“Perhaps our quest to answer one of man-
kind’s oldest questions should expand to include 
a simpler hypothesis,” says Wise, who believes 
that his model for the formation of the moon will 
ultimately be accepted. Stay tuned, moon-gazers.

Bliss from Blitz?
Older adults seek competition, challenge, 
and connection through video games.

ARE ONLINE video games the new 
bingo? New research shows that 

adults age 60 and older—68 percent of 
whom are retired—report heavier game 
play patterns than younger people.

Professor of Psychology Susan Krauss 
Whitbourne tracked the responses of 
adults aged 18 to 80 who were asked 
about playing the popular free online 
game Bejeweled Blitz. Whitbourne found 
that although online video games are 
perceived as solitary activities, game players cited 
social reasons for playing, such as competing 
with others or connecting with friends. 

Storm Watch, Y’all
New weather radar network provides 
better storm data.

ADDISON, TEXAS, a Dallas suburb, is home 
to Mary Kay Cosmetics as well as to some 

volatile weather. Now the town is the fourth in 
North Texas to be the home of a CASA radar 
unit, courtesy of UMass Amherst and its govern-
ment, industry, and university partners.

The radar network will provide higher reso-
lution data and potentially earlier warning of 
severe weather in the Dallas area. Developed by 
researchers at the Center for Collaborative Adap-
tive Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA) at UMass 
Amherst, Colorado State University, and the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma, the system will be a boon to 
area weather forecasters and emergency planners.

The CASA units will report weather data 
every minute instead of every five, as the na-
tional system does now. The CASA system also 
provides much finer resolution and significantly 
improved data on rainfall amounts, wind shear, 
and tornado signatures within a storm.

Brenda Philips ’13PhD, CASA’s co-director, 
says, “We think the volatile weather in the Dallas-
Fort Worth area and the fact that 6.5 million 
people could benefit from earlier, more precise 
storm warning make it the perfect urban site for 
CASA’s next phase.” 

The short-range 
radar units developed 
by CASA will have 
long-range benefits.
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This green issue celebrates  

Sustainable UMass.

14 umass amherst

“Climate change,” they chorused. “Climate change; climate change most 
definitely.” To that they added our “national addiction to stuff,” our “messed-up 
systems of production,” our “gross environmental injustice.” Liz Pongratz ’15, 
a sustainability internship coordinator, was blunt: “We need another American 
revolution.”

And who better to lead that green revolution than UMass Amherst?
Given our origins as an agricultural college, we’ve always had plenty of students 

who feel closely connected to the earth. The first Earth Day, in 1970, inspired even 
wider environmental consciousness on campus. The activist impulse has ebbed 
and flowed since then, but Earth Day 2014 laid bare a mounting anxiety about the 
fate of our planet. 

“Climate change, the threat of a global pandemic, and declining oil supplies 
have focused people’s attention again,” says John Gerber, director of the 
sustainable food and farming program and a longtime campus environmental 
leader. “This particular generation, they get it.” 

They worry—a lot—yet still find grounds for hope. “Just look over there!” 
says Varshini Prakash ’15. Beneath a tent in front of Goodell students promote 
permaculture, recycling, bike and car share, the student farm, and energy-

saving initiatives. They rally for fossil fuel divestment. “Students are paying 
attention,” she says.

Across campus today, 195 professors conduct sustainability-
related research, and sustainability figures in the curricula of 

some 300 courses in fields as diverse as watershed management, 
economics, and Judaic studies. From award-winning academics, 
to compostable coffee cups and a super-efficient power plant, 
UMass Amherst is leading the green-campus movement. All 
this has brought multiple honors from The Princeton Review, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Association for 
the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, and 
even from the White House.

The latest feather in our cap is a 2014 Second Nature Climate 
Leadership Award. This honor, given to colleges and universities 

that are signatories of the American College & University 
Presidents’ Climate Commitment, recognizes our campus for its 

work toward a sustainable future.
This issue highlights some of the many ways we learn, live, and lead 

sustainably at UMass Amherst and how we educate men and women who just 
may save the world.

WHAT WAS worrying the student environmental leaders  
gathered to celebrate Earth Day 2014?

The Next   American Revolution
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Student environmental leaders rally on Earth Day (clockwise from top left): Adam Benvie ’16, president 
of Net Impact UMass, with a Bike Share bicycle; Jackie Hynes ’14, Eco-Rep manager; Liz Pongratz ’15, 
student sustainability internship coordinator, with seedlings from the student farm; Varshini Prakash ’15,  
student sustainability coordinator for UMass Dining and campaign coordinator for the fossil fuel 
divestment campaign, with compost; Jordan Chan ’15, sustainability fellow and president, UMass  
Green Building Council, with a CFL lamp.

The Next   American Revolution
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ONE EVENING LAST APRIL a server in 
Hampshire Dining Commons sliced a rotisserie chicken on a 
wooden cutting board and gave portions to hungry students. It 
was tender and more flavorful than ordinary chicken, but that’s 
not what made that night’s special so special.

Only insiders—a cast of campus characters led by impas-
sioned and sometimes angry students—knew what a spate of 
petitions, spreadsheets, meetings, and grant proposals it had 
taken to get this antibiotic-free bird and those that came with 
it from a Vermont farm to Hamp’s forks. It was, in fact, early 
evidence of a bold commitment the campus has made to use its 
purchasing clout and national reputation for stellar food service 
to help transform the food industry. 

The bird plays a pivotal role in a 
healthy, fair, and green campus 
food system.

By Patricia Sullivan

A Chicken’s Tale

A student samples local chicken 
in the new Hampshire Dining 
Commons.

The chicken’s tale began in 2010, when first-year student 
Sara Hopps ’14 was living on a sustainability-themed floor 
in the Mary Lyon residential hall. She was volunteering many 
Saturdays at the winter Amherst Farmers Market, with its pro-
fusion of music, local crafts, and carrots. Hopps got to know 
Pioneer Valley farmers and absorbed the central message of the 
rising food movement: “Food has power.”

Meanwhile, in the classroom Hopps was learning about a 
national initiative uniting student activists, food-movement 
leaders, and higher-education sustainability experts. They were 
concerned about what they saw as an unsustainable global-
industrial food system contributing to environmental prob-
lems, unfair labor practices, and food-related diseases. Having 

formed what they called the Real 
Food Challenge, these activists 
were zeroing in on universities as 
leverage points to create a healthy, 
fair, and green food system. They 
urged dining services to commit 
to shifting 20 percent or more of 
their dining dollars by 2020 to food 
that fulfills at least one of four core 
categories: local and community 
based; fair; ecologically sound; and 
humanely raised. Students run the 
campus campaigns, while the na-
tional organization provides guid-
ance and support, including an all-
important calculator that defines 
which foods meet the Real Food 
criteria. 
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Hopps spent her sophomore year with like-minded students 
in a whirlwind of meetings and petitions to bring the Real Food 
Challenge to UMass Amherst. Since 2012 a well-organized crew 
of up to 20 students at a time has pitched in for ecological and 
other reasons.

Animal science major Lila Grallert ’14, for instance, became 
upset and angry after learning in class about the cruelties of in-
dustrial animal agriculture. “What we eat is affecting people and 
animals and the earth outside of our campus bubble,” she says.

For his part, Dean Cote ’15 came to the Real Food Challenge 
for its focus on social justice. “We want to put an end,” Cote says, 
“to an industrial food system based on the oppression and ex-
ploitation of people and animals.”

These students and others found an ally in John Gerber, di-
rector of the campus’s sustainable food and farming program, 
which has grown from five students in 2004 to a hundred today. 
“Ten years ago, students wanted to know what sustainability 
was,” Gerber says. “Today they want to learn how to live sus-
tainably. There is growing awareness that something is not right 
with the way we’re eating.”

Gerber’s support lent the movement early academic cred-
ibility and later offered students a mechanism to earn credit for 
their activism. He also helped the students reach out to other 
faculty for endorsements. One of them, Eric Decker ’89PhD, 
chair of the department of food science, was dubious at first.

Indeed, Decker is not a proponent of the term “real food” 
“All food is real food,” he says. He also questions what some see 

as Real Food Challenge’s implicit elitism. “What they categorize 
as real foods,” Decker argues, “can be substantially more expen-
sive than other foods that are part of a healthy diet.” Moreover, 
he finds Real Food’s partiality to organic fruits and vegetables to 
be problematic: “In the next 40 years, in order to feed the planet 
we must produce as much food as has been raised in the entire 
history of mankind. Organic isn’t going to get us there.” Overall, 
he concludes, “When it comes to food, people are looking for 
taste, convenience, and value. If we’re really going to change the 
food systems, we have to do it through the supermarket.”

Despite these reservations, Decker was impressed with the 
solid criteria that the national Real Food organization had put 
together to designate its four categories of preferred food pur-
chases, and he admired the knowledge and dedication shown 
by UMass Amherst’s activists. He therefore signed on and now 
says, “As long as we don’t lose sight of the big picture, I’m in fa-
vor of everything we can do to encourage a healthy diet.”

Nancy Cohen, chair of the department of nutrition, also 
backed the Real Food commitment. Like Gerber and Decker, 
she is heartened by the escalating student involvement in food-
related issues, which she has witnessed as exponential growth 
in the nutrition major. Cohen gave her endorsement, but with 
asterisks. “Eating within these four categories is not a guarantee 
of better nutrition,” she warns. “And you can eat a healthy diet 
outside of them.”

With faculty signatures in hand, the students took their case 
to Ken Toong ’04G, executive director of auxiliary enterprises, 

Real Food Challenge student activists urged dining services to commit to purchasing more local and community-based; fair; 
ecologically sound; and humanely raised food.
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who oversees the campus’s massive dining services operation. 
Energetic and enthusiastic, Toong is renowned as a supporter 
of sustainability and a fast-acting innovator. Still, the students 
thought even he might balk at the idea of shifting millions of 
dollars in food purchases by 2020. Instead, Toong asked, “Can 
we do it faster?”

“We were already doing a lot 
with healthier food,” he says, “and 
we wanted to take it to the next lev-
el. We liked the way the Real Food 
Challenge gives us guiding princi-
ples, criteria, and inspiration.”

Then came the ultimate sign-
on. On the final day of classes in 
2013, Chancellor Kumble Subbas-
wamy lent the effort his imprimatur. 
UMass Amherst had committed to 
increase its Real Food purchasing to 
20 percent by the year 2020.

WITH THE administration behind them, students turned 
to the nitty-gritty of using tools from the Real Food or-

ganization to calculate what percentage of certifiably local, eco-
logically sound, and humanely raised food the campus was al-
ready buying. Anna Hankins ’17 went to work on the numbers. 
After seeing family members sickened by environmental toxins, 
she had enrolled at UMass Amherst keen to fight in the food 
revolution. “I’m super-agitated about our food system,” Han-
kins says, “and I’m super-agitated about institutional power.”

She and others examined more than $23 million in annual 
dining invoices. In February 2014, having worked through 30 
Excel spreadsheets, they arrived at a number: 8 percent. Now 
students knew precisely where they stood on the way to the 20 
percent by 2020 goal. They celebrated completing their first au-
dit with a chocolate beet cake.

In addition to reviewing invoices, students team up for Real 
Food education, marketing, and events initiatives. They also 
fought for seats at the table of an influential campus-planning 
group formed to implement a grant from the Henry P. Kend-
all Foundation of Boston, which shares many Real Food goals. 
The two-year, $485,000 Kendall grant supports and extends the 
campus’s leadership in food sustainability and encourages the 
purchase of local foods. Explains Kendall Executive Director 
Andrew Kendall, “We want to strengthen relationships between 
those who grow food and those who eat it. We’re trying to dis-
rupt the status quo.”

As an undergraduate environmental policy major, Rachel 
Dutton ’11 herself disrupted the status quo when she advocat-
ed for one of the farthest-reaching changes at the dining com-
mons, the 2009 elimination of meal trays. (Without trays to load 
up, students are less likely to take more food than they’ll eat; the 
move cut dining-commons food waste by 30 percent.) Now, as 
project manager, she presides with soft-spoken efficiency over 
the Kendall meetings, which also include Garett DiStefano, di-
rector of residential dining; Christopher Howland ’03, ’08G, 
purchasing manager; and Joanna Benoit ’14, sustainable food 
systems coordinator. 

To meet Kendall’s and Real Food’s purchasing goals, the 
group began by reaching for the lowest-hanging fruit: local 
produce. Toong and his staff were already buying 30 percent of 

their produce locally but thought they could do better. 
They turned to “Farmer Joe,” Joseph Czajkowski ’80. His 

Hadley farm, started by his grandparents a century ago, in-
cludes 300 acres—162 of them certified organic—that yield 
potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, squash, beans, and other fruits and 

vegetables. It and Czajkowski’s net-
work of 20 small nearby farmers al-
ready provide much of the campus’s 
local produce. 

Czajkowski argues that when 
UMass buys local, it helps the econ-
omy and helps farmers resist devel-
opment pressure: “It keeps the land 
in crops instead of cellar holes,” he 
says. When pressed as to whether 
he and local farmers will be able 
to meet the campus’s increased de-
mand, he likes to say, “We have more 
than we can eat.”

Having made progress with 
produce, the committee looked for new ways to buy local, 
organic, free-trade, humanely raised foods, with students doing 
some of the groundwork. Lila Grallert investigated local yogurt 
makers. Molly Bajgot ’14, who transferred to UMass Amherst 
in large part to work on the Real Food Challenge, looked into 

Freshman Anna Hankins and senior Molly Bajgot celebrate 
the signing of the Real Food Challenge.

“I’m super-agitated 
about our food system,” 
Hankins says, “and I’m 
super-agitated about 
institutional power.”
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sourcing hummus made from New England-grown beans 
instead of chickpeas. By April, the Kendall committee had made 
new commitments to buy local honey, maple syrup, and oats.

These, however, were small steps. Everyone knew that sourc-
ing local, humanely raised animal protein would be crucial to 
reaching the 20 percent goal. Fish was a done deal: certified sus-
tainable seafood had been on the UMass menu for some time. 
But with no large-scale cattle opera-
tions in the area, switching to local 
beef was not an option. The target 
would have to be chicken, which at 
a cost of nearly $100,000 a month 
was UMass dining’s greatest protein 
source. “If all we accomplish is find-
ing a local source for chicken,” says 
DiStefano, “then we’ve done our job.” 

That job would not be easy. New 
England’s few large chicken produc-
ers are committed to other buyers 
(“We can’t swoop in and put all their eggs in our basket,” says 
DiStefano) and local chickens can cost nearly twice as much as 
factory-farm chickens.

DiStefano and Howland had some ideas. How about buy-
ing local chicken frozen in blocks instead of individually quick-
frozen? Could the campus buy whole birds or quarter cuts and 
train dining workers to de-bone them? And at one meeting they 
floated another angle: Why not consider Perdue’s Harvestland 
chicken, promoted as “humanely raised”?

Real Food student representatives exchanged horrified 
glances and challenged Perdue’s claims. Molly Bajgot said, 
“Why would we invest in Perdue when we have the opportu-
nity to help a local business trying to start raising humanely  

“If all we accomplish is 
finding a local source 

for chicken,” says 
DiStefano, “then we’ve 

done our job.”

More than one-third of the produce served on campus is local. New England-raised chicken is on the way.

raised chicken?”
But DiStefano thought the campus should try to be a catalyst 

for positive change. “There’s a $20-billion-dollar market in col-
lege and university dining,” he said, “and students will be cus-
tomers of these companies for the next 60 or so years. So these 
companies are starting to listen. Why not question their prac-
tices and try to turn around a company like Tyson or Perdue 

with gentle pressure?”
The meeting ended with a 

temporary solution, one that may 
lead to greater change and progress 
toward the Real Food goal: UMass 
dining used Kendall grant funds 
to buy local chicken served in 
Hampshire Dining Commons for 
the remainder of the spring 2014 
semester. It came from Misty Knoll 
in New Haven, Vermont, one of New 
England’s largest purveyors. While 

not free-range, Misty Knoll chickens are raised with twice as 
much living space in their barns as industrial chickens and are 
antibiotic-free and processed on site at the farm.

GOING FORWARD, the campus will press on to meet the 
Real Food Challenge. Dining services will keep innovat-

ing and purchasing more local, ecologically sound, fair, and 
humanely raised food. Students will keep recruiting others to 
sustain the movement, educate their peers in food justice, run 
invoices through the Real Food calculator, and generally, as 
Molly Bajgot puts it, “make a stink.”

As for the special rotisserie chicken served at Hampshire in 
April, it was delicious.  
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Dining Services  
Gets Cracking

Nature’s packaging is troublesome 
for many large food-service opera-

tions, which buy eggs not in a shell but in 
cartons or plastic bags. Pasteurized, pour-
able eggs are touted for their safety and 
ease of use—no cracking, no mess.

In 2013, campus dining services, with 
prodding from students concerned about 
the living conditions of chickens confined 
to large laying barns, switched from 
buying eggs in bags to local, cage-free, 
organic eggs. These better-tasting, more 
humane eggs usually cost more, but there 
is a way to make the numbers work: buy 
medium-size eggs, which cost less than 
the large or jumbo size that people prefer 
when purchasing eggs by the dozen.

The chefs adjusted their recipes and 
taught staff members about the crack-
ing, safe handling, and storage of eggs. 
Now UMass Amherst is buying 100 cases 
a week, with 12 dozen eggs per case, 
from Pete & Gerry’s in New Hampshire, 
purveyors of certified humane eggs laid 
by chickens fed organic grain. The eggs’ 
shells are compostable, Pete & Gerry’s 
cardboard cartons are recyclable, and the 
initiative leads to less preparation waste 
than that from eggs in bags.

For more information on the 
Real Food Challenge, go to: 
www.realfoodchallenge.org.
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Since 1863

Sustainable Farming Education

Outstanding Animal Science

Campus

Education in 
Green Building

National Leader in Food Science Pioneering
Wind Energy Research

Bike Friendly Campus

Flourishing Student Farms
Energy Efficient Buses

Earthfoods
Student-Run 
Vegetarian Café

Green   Grid
UMass Amherst 
has been a leader 
in sustainability 
since 1863.
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World

Campus

Education in 
Green Building

Green Energy
Research

Leading-Edge
Climate Science Research

25 Sustainability-Related Majors

Center for Agriculture, 
Food, and the Environment at 
Adams-Wysocki Field

Super-Efficient
Central Heating Plant 

Trend-Setters in
Waste Management

Green Building Guidelines

Master’s Degree in
Sustainability

5 Campus Permaculture Gardens

Solar-Powered Picnic Tables

2014Green   Grid

State’s First Level 3
Electric Vehicle Charging Station

Campus Climate 
Action Plan
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WildReap the 
Young Researchers Look to Harvest the Sky Without Harm
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AS CLIMATE CHANGE 

accelerates and supplies of fossil fuels run out,  

the need to find new sources of power to sustain  

a globally connected civilization grows critical. 

Yet wind turbines, on the way to saving the 

environment, can cause harm to the very  

wildlife populations that they are intended  

to protect. What happens when one set  

of ecological concerns conflicts with another? 

UMass Amherst graduate students are  

racing against time to create a network of 

knowledge that will help site turbines in  

the ocean without harming birds,  

fish, and whales. 

Wind
By Laura Marjorie Miller

Illustration by Jack Cavacco ’82
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William Heronemus’s conceptual sketches for offshore wind 
turbines prophesized a bold yet sustainable alternative 
energy future.

UMASS AMHERST’S wind energy program began more than 
40 years ago with a surge of breathless, futuristic optimism, 

a mood evident in the sketches of its founding director, Captain 
William Heronemus. His bold concepts of floating turbines at sea 
could easily double as cover art for science fiction novels. 

In 1967, the civil engineering department hired Heronemus, 
recently retired from the U.S. Navy, to oversee a new ocean en-
gineering program. Heronemus brought with him a vision of a 
radically different energy future, winning the participation of 
faculty members from mechanical, civil, industrial, and electri-
cal engineering. They established the Energy Alternatives Pro-
gram, which would evolve into the Wind Energy Center. 

One of the key technologies Heronemus foresaw was off-
shore wind energy. His idea was remarkably farsighted, consid-
ering there were barely any working wind turbines in the world, 
even on land, at that time. Heronemus presciently envisioned 
support structures for multiple rotors, hydrogen storage sys-
tems, and fleets of floating turbines anchored to the sea floor. 

Many steps had to be taken before Heronemus’s oceanic 
prophecy became possible. So in the early days of wind energy, 

UMass Amherst distinguished itself with advances in technol-
ogy closer to its home soil, such as Wind Furnace 1, among the 
world’s first modern turbines. At its completion in 1976, WF-1 
was one of the largest operating wind turbines in the United 
States. So innovative and influential was the student-built tur-
bine that crowned Orchard Hill that it is now housed in the per-
manent collection of the Smithsonian Institution. 

But wind energy is dynamic and free flowing, hardly a thing 
of museums: it is a source of abundant power readily available 
to those with the capabilities to capture it.  Yet in the decades 
that followed WF-1, wind energy became landlocked in the 
United States, even while surging ahead in Europe, where coun-
tries have larger energy incentives and more navigable regula-
tions concerning wind.

As the need for alternative fuels increases in urgency, that 
means, as Captain Heronemus foresaw, going offshore. Land-
based turbines are limited by familiar factors like zoning, prop-
erty, space (rotors have to be 10 diameters apart) and even grav-
itational limits on their size. So energy companies are extending 
their gaze to the ocean. 

“Onshore problems have more or less been solved,” says 
James Manwell ’77G, ’81PhD, director of the Wind Energy 
Center. Land-based turbines are about as big as they will get, he 
continues, “But offshore, the sky’s the limit.” Think of the differ-
ence between terrestrial animals and sea creatures—immune to 
the effects of gravity on their skeletons and organs, animals can 
evolve to be much bigger in water. And since more than 70 per-
cent of the Earth’s surface is ocean, that offers a wide-open fron-
tier for the huge turbines, which could be built in old shipyards. 

From sea to land and back to the sea again: the focus of wind 
energy has whirled back around to its conception point. But now 
we look to the ocean with new awareness to ensure that sustain-
able energy does not harm the very environment we want to save.

OUTFITTED WITH this broader sensibility come the 
young wind power researchers in the UMass IGERT Off-

shore Wind Energy program. Powered by a grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation, and directed by industrial engineer-
ing professor Erin Baker, the Integrative Graduate Education 
and Research Traineeship program includes students from dis-
ciplines as diverse as civil and electrical engineering, landscape 
architecture and regional planning, and environmental conser-
vation. These 27 students are creating a holistic community of 
knowledge on everything from design standards for turbines, 
to energy storage and release, to animal migration patterns. 

“We’re all contributing to this IGERT,” says Walt Jaslanek of 
the department of environmental conservation. IGERT’s mul-
tidisciplinary exposure gets students familiar with the issues of 
wind energy right out of the gate. Engineers, for example, will 
understand that an underwater bank or ledge would not be the 
best place to anchor a turbine, because it may be a biological hot 
zone for fish reproduction and growth to maturity. 

Although the ocean might look like one big blue blanket 
on the map, productive zones are widely dispersed.
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place not so much during their lifespan above the surface, but 
from the acoustic pollution and increased boat traffic that occur 
during their construction and decommissioning decades later. 
Guy lines of floating turbines may pose a threat to whales. 

To predict the migration paths of humpbacks, fin whales, and 
severely endangered North Atlantic right whales, marine mam-
mal specialist Kendra Ryan studies data acquired from acous-
tic monitors on buoys and undersea gliders, cross-referencing 
them with historic whaling records. She must also prophetically 
factor in the ways breeding and feeding grounds for whales are 
shifting with climate change. The intense noise of driving a 
monopile foundation into the seabed would be devastating to 
whales, damaging their sensitive hearing and drowning out the 
sounds they use to find one another to breed. So turbines on 
monopiles must be sited safely away from whales’ breeding and 
feeding grounds, and constructed when they are not migrating. 

There are also sub-marine environmental factors in the way 
energy is carried from the turbine to land. Kate McClellan, a 
fisheries specialist, researches electrosensitive sharks and rays, 
who possess specialized pores that help them navigate and hunt 

Graduate student Pam Loring uses satellite telemetry to  
track oystercatchers and terns in Nantucket Sound. 

Strategies to protect imperiled fisheries are a good example 
of the interconnectedness of IGERT students’ research interests. 
To begin with, how does one even know where the fish are? Al-
though the ocean might look like one big blue blanket on the 
map, says IGERT student and seabird expert Andrew Allyn 
’12G, productive zones, such as Stellwagen Bank and Georges 
Bank in the Gulf of Maine, are widely dispersed. Allyn looks 
for the presence of seabirds to indicate underwater “prey patch-
es,” feeding grounds that birds travel miles over open ocean to 
reach. In short, where seabirds are, fish are. So Allyn collects 
oceanographic information like depth, temperature, distribu-
tion of marine birds, and density of prey, and then correlates 
these variables to create maps that can guide the siting of off-
shore wind farms. 

One key technology used by almost all the IGERT students 
to create these risk maps is GIS. Geographic Information Sys-
tems software allows researchers to depict complex data such as 
population density, migration pathways, sea surface tempera-
tures, high wind speed areas, and potential wind farm sites, and 
overlap these data sets on a landscape to see where biology and 
technology would collide. 

Gathering the basic species information to make these prob-
ability models has to be done in real time and space, from the 
sky and under sea. This requires inventiveness from IGERT stu-
dents in the ways they collect raw data from species that aren’t 
necessarily easy to track. 

To trace the flight plans of bald eagles, IGERT student Blake 
Massey straps solar-powered packs, loaded with GPS receivers, 
to the eagles’ backs. These backpacks transmit location data via 
text message to nearby cell towers. Massey then uses GIS data, 
the known locations of eagle nests, and the variations of the 
landscape to predict the eagles’ movements up and down the 
Maine coast. 

“It’s illegal to kill any eagles,” says Massey. “So the incentive 
is high for energy companies to figure out where their flight 
paths are.” Since wind turbines have at least a 20-year lifespan, 
researchers have to look far ahead in time: observing how the 
location of turbines might affect eagle behavior, and whether 
the eagles will avoid turbines, alterations of habit that could in-
fluence their population patterns. 

For vireos and black-and-white warblers, Jen Smetzer ’12G 
works on a much smaller scale, attaching radio transmitters 
weighing a mere fourth of a gram to these songbirds who, de-
spite their tiny size, migrate along an aerial superhighway from 
the boreal forests of Canada across the open waters of the Gulf 
of Maine. Smetzer has set radio towers on Maine coastal islands 
to create “transect curtains” that give a time stamp of when, and 
how close, birds pass.

Turbines have an iceberg effect on our imagination: we pic-
ture the greatest threat as being the mighty propellers them-
selves, chopping up any creature unlucky enough to fly too 
close. But there are unseen factors, deep at the ocean’s floor. 
The effects of turbines on marine mammals such as whales take 
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Jen Smetzer’s tags for vireos can only weigh .25 of a gram in 
order not to interfere with the flight of the tiny songbirds.

by sensing electric fields. The underwater cables that convey en-
ergy from turbine to land could throw off these delicate sensors. 
So McClellan is observing lemon sharks and yellow stingrays 
to see whether electromagnetic fields attract or repel them, and 
how else the disturbances may affect their behavior. 

The climate change time-crunch is stepping up the pace of 
research on many species that humans still don’t know much 
about, like the migratory bats studied by Zara Dowling. Unlike 
their hibernating kin, hoary bats, silver-haired bats, and eastern 
red bats travel south in the winter, flying over land and ocean. 
Dowling and other researchers are figuring out when the bats are 
most active, according to temperature, wind speed, and moon 
phases, times during which turbine activity could be curtailed.

With every new report on the acceleration of climate change, 

the necessity of switching to sustainable energy sources grows 
ever more urgent. Dowling and her colleagues have to do a lot 
of research, very fast. 

SEABIRDS, EAGLES, songbirds, bats, whales, and fish…. 
Sinking monopile foundations, boat strike, habitat distur-

bance, electromagnetism, acoustics, decommissioning…. The 
tangled net of effects, both predictable and potential, can seem 
something only a god of the sea would be able to comprehend. 
Fortunately GIS is making it easier to share and layer data from 
multiple stakeholders, such as fishermen and ecologists, so that 
energy companies can plan their developments with a wiser, 
long-term view. 

In contrast to the controversial and stalled Cape Wind effort, 
IGERT students hold up the Rhode Island Ocean Special Area 
Management Plan, currently in its siting stages, as a gold stan-
dard of alternative resource use. From the beginning the Rhode 
Island project has taken into consideration the many layers of 
life and activity around the coast: fishing grounds, migration 
routes, and even the substrate of the ocean floor, in a holistic 
feat of marine spatial planning.

After researchers collect and analyze information, the next 
step needs to be creating a common platform so that data can be 
shared and not replicated needlessly, says Jaslanek. New grass-
roots networks are springing up, like the American Wind Wild-
life Institute, that are attempting to aggregate survey data. 

The cumulative effects of a wind farm on an oceanic ecosys-
tem over time need not necessarily be adverse. Beyond reducing 
our civilization’s carbon footprint, IGERT students add, there 
could be unforeseen, positive consequences: several students 
mention the potential for turbines to become new undersea 
habitats if installed in areas low on wildlife diversity. “These 
wind farms could be off-limits to fishing,” says McClellan. “They 
would become de facto sanctuaries or marine protected areas.”

“Engineers like problems that take more than a day to solve,” 
says Manwell. So the IGERT program is trying to make the most 
of the days it has, creating a body of knowledge from optimistic 
young scholars that can help an industry currently on the horns 
of biangulating time and value, balancing the long-term impact 
on climate against harm to individual species. 

“We have to think long-term,” says Massey. “But we also have 
to start implementing these changes.”

From sky to the sea bottom, many diverse aspects are in-
volved in creating what basically amounts to an energy para-
digm shift. Everything is connected. 

But what may represent the real paradigm shift is the bold 
thinking of the next generation of researchers, who are aiming 
at a sustainable energy solution in which there are no tradeoffs. 
“Do we even have to think about taking a loss?” asks Ryan. “Why 
do we think that way?” In keeping with the legacy of Captain 
Heronemus, an equation no one has thought of before might be 
the boldest vision of all.  

The intense noise of driving a monopile foundation  
into the seabed would be devastating to whales.
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Quabbin Reservoir. The “Q Microbe,” 
as it is known, can catalyze the direct 
conversion of plant biomass into ethanol.  
From this special process, Leschine 
developed a technology for “cellulosic 
biofuel production,” or how to turn plants 
into fuel. 

DEREK LOVLEY,  
Microbiology

How does a bacterium become 
famous? By possessing a special 

talent and finding the right researcher 
to be the agent to show it to the world. 
Lovley discovered a species of common 
bacteria that he termed geobacter, 
capable of converting carbon dioxide 
into butanol fuel. Geobacter renders 
the unusable useful. It even does clean-
up duty: it can turn the material in a 
contaminated zone into green fuel. This is 
a powerful little bacterium!

PRASHANT SHENOY,  
Computer Science

Computers, devices, and systems, as 
necessary and as sophisticated as 

they are, draw a breathtaking amount 
of energy from the grid. Shenoy applies 
a green perspective to his research 
on cloud computing and sustainability, 
applying his insight to green data centers, 
smart buildings, and smart energy 
systems. By devising energy-saving 
algorithms, Shenoy has discovered ways 
that computers can use up to 40 percent 
less energy. 

THAI THAYUMANAVAN,  
Organic and Polymer Chemistry

Fuel cells are an ideal power 
generator because they can fuel 

anything that runs on electricity with no 
environmentally detrimental emissions. 
However, they have to be efficient, 
affordable, and accessible to become 
part of everyday use. Thayumanavan and 
his lab are working at a molecular level 
to design a new hydrogen fuel cell that 
improves proton conductivity. By using 
a polymer nanostructure to transport 
protons from one side of a fuel cell to 
another, Thayumanavan is discovering 
entirely new ways to create and use 
energy more sustainably. 

BENJAMIN S. WEIL ’94,  
Building and Construction Technology

Unwisely designed buildings devour 
energy. Sustainably designed 

buildings, however, give more 
performance out of even less fuel. 
Weil applies his expertise to putting 
gluttonous structures on an energy diet, 
re-envisioning heating, refrigeration, 
and dehumidification. Weil redesigns 
the most energy-ravenous parts of a 
structure’s life from the ground up, 
creating innovative applications that 
use solar power to exhaust stale air, and 
ductless heat pumps that he hopes will 
significantly displace oil heating. Weil has 
even found an energy-efficient way to 
store fresh produce over the long winter 
so that it retains more moisture and 
sweetness.

SIMI HOQUE,  
Building and Construction Technology 

Along with her colleague Ben Weil, 
Hoque focuses her research on 

sustainable design principles, particularly 
on how to design more energy-efficient 
buildings. Hoque specializes in “urban 
metabolism.” Like human metabolism, 
that means the modeling and 
optimization of how buildings use energy, 
knowledge Hoque has applied to subjects 
as diverse as skyscrapers, vacation 
homes, and even aquaculture labs.

CHRISTINE LASCO CRAGO,  
Resource Economics 

Do tax incentives to adopt alternative 
energies actually work? What 

policies or customs impede or facilitate 
alternative energy adoption? Crago 
studies the economics and policy 
implications of alternative energy around 
the globe, focusing her research on 
developing countries. She examines 
topics such as investment in residential 
solar power, how sustainability practices 
can be implemented, and the political 
and social implications of biofuel 
adoption.

PAUL DAUENHAUER,  
Chemical Engineering

Although we know the unsustainability 
of fossil fuel extraction and the 

everlasting pollution of plastic, the use of 
plastic is so grafted onto modern society 
as to seem an unshakeable addiction. 
Dauenhauer and his lab are bridging the 
gap by developing a technology that 
makes renewable plastics and chemicals 
from biomass. Dauenhauer specializes 
in the deep internal “hows” of energy 
conversion, creating cultural change at a 
molecular level.

SUSAN LESCHINE,  
Microbiology 

Leschine’s lab uncovered and then 
isolated a microbe with a unique 

capability hiding in forest soil from the 

RESEARCH NEEDS a conduit through which to make an impact in the world. A 

new grant from the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources, the latest 

in a long line of distinctions for UMass Amherst’s alternative energy research, creates 

a channel through which expert faculty can connect and share their knowledge with 

government, municipalities, and businesses that seek to adopt clean energy measures, 

and with energy and engineering companies that wish to expand their expertise to 

include clean energy services. The UMass Amherst Energy Extension Initiative, as it is 

known, is also dedicated to helping clean energy entrepreneurial activities on campus 

to thrive. With its new energy-focused initiative, the campus is taking its land-grant 

roots into the 21st century. UMass Amherst has an abundance of faculty members the 

initiative can call upon to share their knowledge for the benefit of the commonwealth 

and beyond—dedicated men and women who are conducting some of the world’s most 

future-oriented research. Following are a representative few.

CanYou Feel the Power? 
 Faculty Turn Up the Heat on Sustainable Energy Research
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STEAMPUNKTEAMPUNKS Comes to Springfield

Bruce Rosenbaum with one of his 
steampunk creations, science fiction 

writer H.G. Wells as a human time 
machine. Vintage parts of the Wells 
“time manchine” include an artist’s 

mannequin, a tuba bell, a time record-
ing device, a wood stove and heater, a 
carriage light, and a wooden foundry 

mold for a flywheel.
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Rosenbaum calls the growing steampunk creative move-
ment a mix of history, art, and technology, but it’s best defined 
by his work. The lead exhibition of Steampunk Springfield, 
fittingly installed at the Victorian-era George Walter Vincent 
Smith Art Museum, is titled Humachines: Authors and Inven-
tors who Changed the World, Transformed Into the Machines 
They Imagined to Change the World Again. Rosenbaum and 
other artists depict 12 visionaries from the past through func-
tional sculptures inspired by their creations. George Eastman, 
for example, is portrayed as a human camera.

Rosenbaum buys the antique gears, gauges, and obscure in-
dustrial parts he uses in his work on eBay or at the Brimfield, 
Mass., flea market. “These objects are from an era when there 
was no such thing as planned obsolescence,” he says. “They were 
made with craftsmanship and built to last, but technology has 
passed them by. We give a fresh purpose to objects that were 
destined for the dust heap.” The results almost have you believ-
ing that Rosenbaum’s humming, blinking Humachines origi-
nated in the steam-powered 19th-century height of Spring-
field’s industrial might.

Thirty years ago, as a Risky Business era student, Rosenbaum 
sold Ray-Ban and Vuarnet sunglasses at a Student Union kiosk. 
Today, he may be found in the workshop of his Sharon home 
dreaming up fantastic ways to use old technology. Wouldn’t an 
antique binnacle make a fine home for a computer server?

   —Patricia Sullivan

RUCE ROSENBAUM ’84 brings new life to ob-
solete technology through his steampunk-style 
art. Now, he’s brought a spark to Springfield, 

Mass., by curating Steampunk Springfield: Re-Imagining 
an Industrial City.

B

Steampunk Springfield runs through September 28 
at the Springfield Museums and Springfield Armory. 
For information on related events and programming, 
go to: www.springfieldmuseums.org.

Photos by John Solem
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Eco-QueenThe 

A green day  
 in the life of  
  Jackie Hynes.
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THE MIDDAY HUSTLE of campus foot traffic is at its daily 
high as students file into the Student Union to line up for 

lunch at Earthfoods. The vibe of the student-run café hasn’t 
changed much since its beginnings in 1976. The walls are lemon 
yellow and magenta, the ovo-lacto vegetarian food is fresh and 
inexpensive, the atmosphere warm. A sign reads, “Everything is 
compostable, including you.”

Jacqueline Hynes ’14 goes straight for her favorite vegan 
sweet potato quesadilla with a side of kale—all on a composta-
ble paper plate. A daily café patron, she smiles and exchanges 
greetings with servers and friends as she breezes about, driz-
zling sauces on her kale.

For decades, many of the most eco-conscious students on 
campus have gathered for lunch at Earthfoods. Over the years 
they’ve talked about acid rain, ozone depletion, Love Canal, 
Three Mile Island, the Exxon Valdez, An Inconvenient Truth, 
genetically modified organisms, and—these days—sustain-
ability. Hynes’s four years at UMass Amherst coincided with the 
reawakening of the green campus movement. Her undergradu-
ate years have been filled with sustainability-centered academ-
ics and extracurriculars. But her greatest talents lie in making 
connections and inspiring her fellow students. And that is why 
friends call her “The Eco-Queen.” 

HYNES’S PATH to the Eco-Queen title began in Norton, 
Massachusetts, where she was born and raised. At Norton 

High School a teacher sparked her interest in environmental 
science. “What got my attention was the interconnectedness of 
the earth,” Hynes says.

In 2010 she enrolled at UMass Amherst and immediately 
declared an environmental science major. As a sophomore, she 
enrolled in the Eco-Rep program, a co-curricular peer-to-peer 
learning group launched in 2009 to raise environmental aware-
ness on campus. That program was to set the green course of 
her college years. 

Eco-Rep volunteers are split into small clusters assigned to 
student teachers, known as facilitators. Program sessions take 
place on Tuesday nights in residential halls across campus, 
where students learn about sustainability and how they can 
apply these teachings to their own lives. This year students are 
learning about food systems, responsible consumption, and en-
ergy. Eco-Rep Volunteers earn two credits for their participa-
tion and facilitators earn three credits.

Hynes fell in love with environmental science as a high 
school student, but she fell in love with sustainability as an Eco-
Rep volunteer. The moment came when she read an article by 
Erik Reece called “Moving Mountains.”

“It was about mountain top removal as a way to mine coal,” 
Hynes says. “Essentially, what happened was in West Virginia 
they would blow the tops off mountains in order to mine. It’s so 
unhealthy and unsafe to live in that area,” she says, “I was really 

torn apart when I heard this. That’s when I said, ‘I need to stick 
with this and make a difference.’” 

Sustainability became a greater priority for her with a 
broader meaning. It wasn’t just fighting to put an end to the use 
of coal; it wasn’t just stopping the devastation of the land. She 
began to see social justice as part of the ever-tangled web of is-
sues relating to sustainability and it seemed to her as though no 
area of life was left untouched. 

“I was so disturbed. To learn that an overwhelming majority 
of these systems are being disrupted, I was motivated to work to 
change it,” she says.

The Eco-Rep program harnesses that desire to make change. 
After classroom work, Eco-Reps are encouraged to “make sus-
tainability sexy” in the campus community and the “rep” in the 
course’s title comes into play. Hynes organized an event where 
Eco-Reps donned protective suits to sort through residence hall 
garbage to demonstrate what was trash and what was recycla-
ble. On Earth Day many Eco-Reps lay down on the pavement in 
front of Old Chapel with a student fossil fuel divestment group 
in a dramatic “die-in” to highlight the potential catastrophes—
famine, drought, and disease—caused by climate change. 

After completing the Eco-Rep program, Hynes became an 
Eco-Rep facilitator. Now, in her senior year, she is the campus 
Eco-Rep program manager and oversees what has become one 
of the largest such programs in the country. Her passion to 
learn, live, and lead sustainably fills her days, from the everyday 
products she buys, to the connections she makes, to the courses 
she takes, to her post-graduation plans.

ON THIS MONDAY in March, Hynes’s morning routine 
begins in a tiny bathroom in a second story apartment on 

Amherst’s Main Street. There’s the new silicone- and paraben- 
free Herbal Essences Naked shampoo and conditioner for her 
hair, the fair trade and organic Dr. Bronner’s castile soap for her 
body, and organic Desert Essence face wash with natural plant 
extracts for her face. For her teeth, there’s the all-natural Kiss 
My Face toothpaste.

Hynes wraps her hair in an effortless bun then applies a drop 
of olive oil moisturizer, before powdering her narrow cheek-
bones with a few strokes of mineral foundation powder. 

Post-organic morning beauty ritual, Hynes sits on her bed 
answering emails on her laptop. Most of them regard Eco-Rep; 
she’ll continue to field emails and texts on her iPhone as her day 
rolls on. The TV flashes the daily weather report in the back-
ground as she takes intermittent bites of her bagel. To wash it 
down, she drinks her own concoction of tea from Acadia Herb-
als in Northampton. 

“It’s Lady T,” says Hynes. In a brown paper envelope on her 
desk is a mixture of dried rose petals, chamomile, and spear-
mint. When opened, out wafts a fresh floral scent so delicate that 
if it were a color it would be the palest perceptible pink. 

By Jessica Troland ’14

Photos by  
John Solem
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She sips the last drop, and as the clock strikes “time to go,” 
Hynes grabs her backpack and favorite blue CamelBak water 
bottle.

“I have an emotional attachment to my water bottles,” she 
says, before beginning nine hours of academic and extracur-
ricular activity, all in the name of sustainability.

AT 10:55, HYNES catches the bus outside her home to cam-
pus. At 11:15, she is a teacher’s assistant for Environmental 

Science 445: Problem Solving in Community with Professor 
Craig Nicolson, director of the new master’s degree program in 
sustainability science. The class is held in the high-tech, team-
based learning room on the lower level of the W. E. B. Du Bois 
Library.  Students sit at round tables, each equipped with lap-
tops and microphones for participation; the walls are covered 
with screens and whiteboards. 

Hynes stops short just before passing through the double 
doors to class. Time to fill the water bottle. 

There’s some tension in the class as due dates loom.  Students 
collaborate on drafts of an energy diagram project. Each group 
has been asked to trace the energy flow to a residential area of 
campus. Students were then tasked with creating a visual to 
show the path of the energy from source, to consumption sec-
tor, to live and wasted energy. 

“We’re really just trying to get them to think critically,” says 
Hynes, before leaving her seat to 
check in with the busy students. 
“I loved this class when I took it. 
I learned how to write a proposal 
and sure enough a week after class 
I was asked to write a proposal so 
it was great to already have that ex-
perience.”

She stops to say her hellos and 
chat at a table filled with Eco-Rep 
peers. Friend and Eco-Rep facilitator Julie Sullivan ’15 informs 
Hynes of her weekend escapades, which Hynes acknowledges 
with a grin and giggle before redirecting the conversation to the 
status of the projects. After Julie’s table, Hynes winds her way 
to each of the other groups, making small talk and answering 
questions. When she’s come full circle, she takes her seat and 
begins—yet again—sifting through emails. This time, they are 
much more exciting. 

“I got an interview with a sustainability compound in 
Northampton!” she exclaims.

The interview is for a teaching outreach internship at the 
nonprofit Center for EcoTechnology. But that’s not all. Hynes 
also has an interview with the corporate office of Disney in 
California, where she hopes to work as an environmental com-
pliance intern.

“I would love to have a business or work for a business that 
works to educate and make information accessible and promote 
change,” she says. “Essentially doing what I do now, but out in 
the real world.”

Following in the inspirational path of Ezra Small ’07G, the 
UMass Amherst campus sustainability manager, is also an op-
tion for Hynes. “That would be cool because I love working with 
college students and I think we have a lot of potential,” she says. 
“I’d like to leave a really notable mark and know that change 
was made.”

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 445 comes to an end and with 
a swift hoist of her backpack, Hynes re-emerges into the cha-

os of campus life. It’s a quick left turn out the automatic library 
doors and diagonal beeline to the Rec Center. Pilates is at 12:30.

“It’s how I stay sane,” she says. She’s come to campus pre-
pared, dressed in patterned purple leggings with a black zip-up 
sweatshirt and sneakers. 

One hour and countless crunches later, her endorphins run 
high while her CamelBak runs low. Hynes stops at an automatic 
water bottle filling station in the gym and fills her blue compan-
ion to the brim. She checks the Earthfoods menu on her phone 
before heading there for lunch.

 Her sweet potato quesadillas disappear in minutes, the kale 
follows shortly after, and Hynes’ favorite part of the day ends. 
With the sun floating low behind the gray clouds, she bids fare-
well to Earthfoods and her peers inside. 

A few hours later and a few buildings away, Hynes slides 
into her seat in a Stockbridge classroom for Medicinal Herbs 
in Women’s Health, taught by herbalist Brittany Nickerson. The 
class discusses the use of herbal medicines and foods in all stag-
es of a woman’s life, as well as basic herbal medicine-making 
techniques. 

When class ends two hours later, so does Hynes’s academic 
day, but at 7 p.m. there’s still sustainability work to be done at 
the first meeting of another green initiative, the New2U tag sale.

She swivels her chair in the 
Physical Plant conference room 
as thoughts of recycling and re-
furbishing dart about her mind. 
New2U will encourage students to 
donate used dorm room furniture 
and other unwanted items such as 
clothing and laundry detergent 
during the campus’s move-out pe-
riod in May. Volunteers will then 

refurbish donated items and sell them to incoming students on 
move-in weekend in September.

The meeting commences and the committee members in-
troduce themselves: first name, year, and what items they most 
hate to see thrown in the trash. 

“I’m Jackie, I’m a senior, and paper bothers me—when peo-
ple throw it away. But also toilet paper rolls. My roommates put 
them in the trash when the kitchen recycle is two steps down the 
hall!” Hynes says. 

Then it’s onto business. Hynes volunteers to help recruit stu-
dents to run the program. The idea of using bumper stickers, 
handouts, and t-shirts to publicize the event circulates around 
the table. The students are excited and almost immediately 
come to the decision that such promotional items are essential. 
Hynes is the only one who asks the question everyone else has 
seemed to forget: “How do we do it sustainably?”

As the meeting comes to a close, Hynes once again demon-
strates her talent for making connections when she spots three 
familiar faces at the opposite end of the table. 

“Are you three in Eco-Rep?” she asks. “Is your last name Ber-
man?”

The three students nod and Meridith Berman ’16 smiles. 
“You are so creepy, Jackie,” laughs a fellow committee mem-

ber and Hynes smiles.
After all, she is the Eco-Queen.  

“What got my attention was 
the interconnectedness of the 

earth,” Hynes says.
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 Above, Eco-Reps sort 
through residence hall 

garbage to show fellow 
students what is trash and 

what is recyclable. At right, 
students take the new Bike 

Share bicycles for a spin.
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Trust Her With Trash
Lisa DiPaolo Bacewicz ’83 makes old 
campus electronics disappear.

IT’S CORNY but correct to describe Lisa 
DiPaolo Bacewicz as scrappy. Last summer 

her small company, PC Survivors of Massachu-
setts (PCS), bid on a contract to recycle all of the 
campus’s obsolete and surplus electronics and 
components. While larger, national firms mailed 
in their bids, Bacewicz returned to campus to 
present hers in person. Her competitive offer 
and industry-certified compliance with secure 
data destruction and environmental policies won 
Weymouth-based PCS the contract.

There is so much electronic trash on campus 
that the stuff is measured in cardboard boxes 
called gaylords that are four feet wide and nearly 
as deep and tall. Every two months or so, UMass 
Amherst fills 50 gaylords with recyclable elec-
tronics such as last-century computers and old 
lab equipment. PCS picks them up, shreds the 
hard drives to destroy data, and separates the 
electronics into parts—plastic, glass, batteries, 
chemicals, metals, and more. PCS then sells the 
scrap to other certified recyclers and refiners, 
and so while electronic recycling used to cost the 
campus money, it’s now a moneymaker and a 
more responsible process, too. 

“Nothing goes into the landfill, “ says Bace-
wicz. “Every scrap will find a home.”

—Patricia Sullivan

Leading the Way in 
Massachusetts
Alumni guide state’s alternative energy 
initiatives.

FOR THE past three years Massachusetts has 
been ranked the most energy efficient state 

by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy. Since 2007, Massachusetts has seen a 
growth of installed solar energy capacity from 
3 MW to nearly 500 MW, and more than 250 
Massachusetts firms now employ about 8,400 in 
the solar industry. That the commonwealth is a 
national clean energy leader is no fluke. It is by 
design, and much of the credit goes back to 2008 
when Governor Deval Patrick signed into law the 
Green Communities Act (GCA), strengthening 
the state’s commitments to renewable energy and 
the Global Warming Solutions Act, committing 
the commonwealth to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions—by 25 percent in 2020 and 80 percent 
in 2050—with the aim of avoiding the worst ef-
fects of climate change.

“Massachusetts is the first state in the country 
to make that commitment,” says Dwayne Breger 
’94PhD. All of his work is guided by that legisla-

tion. As director of renewable and alternative en-
ergy resources in the Massachusetts Department 
of Energy Resources (DOER), he is responsible 
for creating and managing programs and policies 
that cover wind, solar, biomass, anaerobic diges-
tion, landfill gas, small hydroelectric, combined 
heat and power, and all other renewable and al-
ternative energy sources.

One of the mandates of the GCA is that all 

Lisa DiPaolo 
Bacewicz with  

campus electronics 
awaiting recycling.
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Dwayne Breger (left) and Michael Judge work 
for clean energy at the Massachusetts DOER.

To connect with 
other UMass 
alumni doing 
sustainability 
work, join our 
Sustainable UMass 
Alumni group on
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electricity suppliers must increase their use of re-
newable energy to 9 percent in 2014 and one ad-
ditional percent each year thereafter. They do this 
by purchasing power and renewable energy cer-
tificates (RECs) from renewable energy genera-
tors. The suppliers must buy a certain number of 
RECs to meet their compliance obligation. Breger 
and his staff created the framework and set the 
pricing parameters and eligibility criteria for the 
REC program to ensure that electricity suppliers 
actually buy the certificates. To meet Governor 
Patrick’s original goal of 250 MW of solar, which 
he more recently expanded to 1600 MW by 2020, 
an additional incentive program called the Solar 
Carve-Out was created in 2010.

“Solar energy production is by far the seg-
ment with greatest growth and potential,” says 
Breger. It commands much of his time and is the 
primary focus for Michael Judge ’09, the Solar 
Carve-Out program manager at Massachusetts 
DOER.

“Despite being a relatively small state, Massa-
chusetts was fourth in the country in solar instal-
lations last year,” says Breger. And, adds Judge, “In 
each of the last five years we have installed more 
systems than in all the previous years.”

Says Breger,“The Solar Carve-Out is elegant 
in design in maintaining stable pricing for the 
solar RECs and has received interest from around 
the country.” 

“It is working very well,” says Judge. “It has 
effectively grown a robust solar market in Mas-
sachusetts and has provided price stability 
necessary to support project development and 
finance.” —Robert Lindquist

Woman of Steel
Keri Fitzpatrick-Beck ’96 helps 
heavy industry tread lightly on the 
environment.

KERI FITZPATRICK-BECK works for a com-
pany that has been inherently green for over 

a century, starting long before the term existed or 
the need for it ever arose. Founded in 1906 as a 
one-man scrap-metal operation, Schnitzer Steel 
Industries Inc. is now one of the nation’s largest 
recyclers of scrap metal, a leading provider of 
used and recycled auto parts, and a manufacturer 
of finished steel products. 

Since 2007 Fitzpatrick-Beck has served the 
company as a regional environmental manager. 

She ensures that Schnitzer’s 14 ferrous and 
non-ferrous metal-recycling facilities in New 
England comply with all local, state, and federal 
environmental laws relating to air, soil, and water. 
She also sees to facility permitting, regulatory 
reporting, employee training, waste management, 
remediation, and a good deal more, and proudly 
calls Schnitzer “an environmental steward and 

integral part of the recycling solution.”
Fitzpatrick-Beck’s sense of mission goes back 

to her college days. “I took an economics and 
a geography course at UMass my sophomore 
year that explored world issues regarding com-
modities, recycling, and sustainability of natural 
resources,” she says. “I realized then that I wanted 
to try to be part of the solution.” She went on to 
early posts as an environmental scientist and as a 
senior groundwater and environmental-services 
project manager before joining Schnitzer.

Now, having amassed nearly two decades of 
professional experience, Fitzpatrick-Beck takes 
heart from much of what she sees happening.

“I think industry has truly embraced sustain-
ability as a means to stay competitive, comply 
with regulations, and reduce dependency on 
natural resources and the costs associated with 
them,” she says. “I’m shocked by the number of 
people who have yet to appreciate how lifestyle 
choices—in terms of fuel consumption, recycling 
of household items, pesticide use, lawn-watering, 
and other everyday matters—draw on natural re-
sources and affect the surrounding environment. 
But more and more schools, towns, and states are 
launching outreach awareness programs and ini-
tiatives to promote conservation and recycling. 
The cumulative outcome from these efforts can 
only be good, and may be cause for real hope.”

—John Sippel

Keri Fitzpatrick-Beck 
moves mountains of 
recyclables.
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Plugging Merrily Along
Joel Pointon ’80G charges up  
San Diego’s car culture.

THEY CALL Joel Pointon “Mr. Electric Car,” a 
title he bears with no little pride. Since mid-

2006 he has served as San Diego Gas and Elec-
tric’s first-ever manager of electric transportation 
under the Clean Transportation Program.

Before joining the utility, Pointon gained a 
quarter-century of experience as an environmen-
tal health and safety consultant. He competed 
for the SDG&E post against a field of electrical-
engineer applicants by arguing that the proposed 
program was essentially environmental, not 
technical. “After all,” he notes, “transportation 
contributes 40 percent of California’s CO2 gen-
eration, and so I felt that this was where I stood 
to make the greatest environmental contribution 
of my career.”

Pointon had to start the program from scratch. 
He took to the challenge with relish, knowing as 
he did that electric motors are four times more 
efficient than internal combustion engines, that 
electric power generates a mere one-third the 
CO2 of petroleum fuel, and that electrical cars are 
therefore a major tool for addressing CO2 produc-
tion and reducing petroleum dependency. He 
began working with General Motors, Nissan, and 

other automakers to ensure that their electric-car 
designs were in sync with utilities’ technologies 
and capacities. Pointon also began establishing 
himself as a mainstay of several industry and aca-
demic committees and standards initiatives deal-
ing with electric cars.

Today San Diego County has one of the na-
tion’s highest per-capita adoption rates of plug-in 
electrical vehicles. The region also boasts the 
nation’s first all-electric-car share program and 
a strong regional public-access charging infra-
structure. Now Pointon is working to bring con-
venient charging stations to residents of multi-
unit communities and to people at work.

“With over 7,000 plug-in vehicles on its 
roads,” he says, “San Diego is charged up and 
ready to roll.”  —JS

High-Energy Students
Moijue Kaikai ’14 wants to increase  
the world’s energy literacy.

MOIJUE KAIKAI already has a plan to get 
some sun during his 2015 winter break 

from his PhD studies: he’ll be putting up solar 
panels at a secondary school in Sal, Cape Verde.

Kaikai has been working with others on 

Thanks to Joel 
Pointon, San Diego 

has thousands of 
plug-in vehicles on 

its roads.
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campus toward this goal since his junior year. So 
far they have has raised $10,000 of the $40,000 
needed to buy and install the panels. The electri-
cal grid is unreliable in Cape Verde (an archi-
pelago off West Africa) Kaikai explains, and so if 
the school could generate its own power it could 
keep its lights and Internet on all day and save 
money on utility bills.

But even more important, Kaikai says, his 
group will develop a renewable energy lesson 
plan to teach students about sustainability and 
pique their interest in renewable energy careers. 
Kaikai graduated with a mechanical engineering 
degree and is pursuing a PhD in the IGERT Off-
shore Wind Energy Program.

Kaikai has recruited two UMass students 
to work alongside him: Julian Harley ’17 and 
Raveena Kothare ’16.  He’s received support 
from the Cape Verde Student Alliance and from 
engineering faculty and alumni. Pat Walsh ’03, 
co-founder with Scot Chisholm ’04 of Stay-
Classy, a company that develops an online fund-
raising product used by thousands of nonprofits, 
is helping with the business plan and fundraising 
strategy.

Ultimately, Kaikai hopes to bring solar energy 
to more schools and raise “energy literacy” rates 
both in the U.S. and in Cape Verde. The solar 
panels for the school in Sal are just the beginning 
of a beautiful project.  For more information, go 
to: www.stayclassy.org/e4ecapeverde. —PS

Delivering at DOE
Kevin Knobloch ’78 is a key mover  
in Obama’s climate action plan.

LAST JUNE Kevin Knobloch, having built his 
entire career by facing one big challenge after 

another, took on a particularly daunting one. 
After long service with the Union of Concerned 
Scientists (UCS) that culminated in a ten-year 
stint as its president, he resigned to become chief 
of staff to U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
Secretary Ernest Moniz. 

Now, rounding out his first year at the new 
post, Knobloch reports that despite his six years 
as a Capitol Hill staffer back in the 1990s, he’s 
had much to master. “Congress and the execu-
tive branch are very different,” he says, “not just 
in their ways of doing things, but in their people, 
their acronyms, all of that. Every day for me is a 
tutorial, but I’m having a lot of fun learning.”

He’s also making a huge impact. He was only 
in his second day at DOE when the Obama Ad-
ministration announced its climate action plan. 
Secretary Moniz asked Knobloch to lead the 
agency’s implementation of the plan elements for 
which DOE has the lead, including the energy-
efficiency rules at the plan’s heart. Among other 
things, these rules authorize the strengthening of 
energy efficiency in appliances, lighting, and mo-
tors of all kinds across the economy. Under Kno-
bloch’s direction, DOE is developing the rules 
in collaboration with experts from the affected 
industries. Each rule has the potential to signifi-
cantly increase energy efficiency, and the overall 
goal is to double it.

It’s heady work, and Knobloch glories in it. 
“We have a strong team at DOE, one that re-
ally steps up and delivers,” he says. “I’ve been in 
government before but it’s great to be back, since 
knowing what I now know allows me to be that 
much more effective.” 

All this follows his tenure at UCS, where he’s 
credited with having enabled the securing of a 
dramatic increase in U.S. vehicle fuel efficiency 
and expanded renewable electricity standards to 
29 states and the District of Columbia; provid-
ing pivotal analysis supporting the adoption of 
United Nations financing rules to slow tropi-
cal deforestation; bolstering the Whistleblower 
Protection Reform Act, which extended whistle-
blower protection to federal scientists; and secur-
ing Senate ratification of the New START arms 
control treaty with Russia. —JS

Bringing solar power to Africa, from left: students Julian Harley, 
Raveena Kothare, and Moijue Kaikai.

Kevin Knobloch.
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Back in the Day

Earth Day 1980
 

The rumbling of the 
Mount St. Helens volcano 
in Washington and the 
Iranian hostage crisis were 
in the news when students 
celebrated the 10th Earth Day 
in April 1980.
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RUTHERFORD H. PLATT, professor emeri-
tus of geography, who has long studied and 

written about the American urban landscape, is 
thrilled with the emergence of permaculture gar-
dens at UMass. This campus is a city, he says, and 
having visible gardens that connect students with 
one another and with nature not only makes a 
campus (or a city) greener, but also safer, healthi-
er, more efficient, equitable, and people-friendly.

 In Reclaiming American Cities, Platt explores 
the evolution of what he calls “humane urban-
ism.” Over most of the past century, he says, cities 
and universities were dominated by top-down 
planning and pretentious architecture (like Whit-
more and other brutalist campus buildings of the 
1960s).  Since the early 1990s, he says, there has 
been a surge of new initiatives, which, like the 
student-initiated UMass permaculture gardens, 
came about through local grassroots efforts. 
“These are not top-down projects decreed by 
experts or technocrats,” he points out. “They’re 
bottom-up initiatives by community groups, 
non-profits, and friends of fill-in-the-blank, and 

Rutherford H. Platt
Reclaiming American Cities:  
The Struggle for People, Place,  
and Nature Since 1900 

University of Massachusetts Press

that is a huge positive change.”
Projects such as bike paths and refurbished 

waterfronts, he writes, bring people together and 
create pride of place, spurring further improve-
ment. Nuestras Raices in Holyoke, Mass., for 
instance, began with a group of city neighbors 
farming a small plot of land and grew into a large 
farm, greenhouse, network of community gar-
dens, and a business incubator.

Platt is heartened by today’s greater aware-
ness, in our campus city and elsewhere, of the 
importance of bikeways, pedestrian paths, and 
green spaces. He likens the new humane urban-
ism to topsoil: “a nurturing medium that pro-
motes creative symbiosis among people, places, 
and plants.”

Reclaiming American Cities follows two pre-
vious University of Massachusetts Press books 
Platt edited:  The Ecological City (1994) and The 
Humane Metropolis (2006). All of these reflect 
his program of teaching, research, and outreach 
known as the Ecological Cities Project. 

—Patricia Sullivan
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William Fibkins ’57, 
The Emotional Growth of 
Teens: How Group Coun-
seling Intervention Works 
for Schools (Rowman 
& Littlefield). Steps for 
developing a success-
ful group program for 
troubled teens.

Gerald D. McLellan ’57, 
Outsource (Xlibris). The 
fourth legal thriller by a 
former associate justice 
of the Massachusetts pro-
bate and family court.

Raymond Coppinger 
’64G, ’68 PhD, Fishing 
Dogs: A Guide to the 
History, Talents, and 
Training of the Baildale, 
the Flounderhound, the 
Angler Dog, and Sundry 
Other Breeds of Aquatic 
Dogs (Canis Piscatorius) 
(Skyhorse Publishing). 
A biologist, fisherman, 
storyteller and fan 
of satire discusses 
crossbreeding, evolution, 
and dogs.

Jack Singer ’65, The 
Financial Advisor's 
Ultimate Stress Mastery 
Guide: 77 Proven Pre-
scriptions to Build Your 
Resilience (Psychological-
ly Speaking). Everything 
today's busy financial 
professional needs to 
deal with stress. 

Satish Prasad ’68G, 
’72PhD, On Human 
Dilemma—Memoir of 
a Physicist (Dorrance 
Publishing). The thirst 

for knowledge and 
excellence brought the 
author to America where 
he found success is not 
easy and life is more than 
physical science. 

Joan Houlihan ’70, Ay 
(Tupelo Press). Sequel 
to The Us, named a 
must-read of 2009 by 
Massachusetts Center for 
the Book.

Robert Heon ’71G, 
former faculty, The 
Eccentric English Text 
(Xlibris).  For former 
teenagers who skipped 
school, slacked off, or 
otherwise misspent their 
time in English class.

Noam Chomsky ’73H, 
Masters of Mankind: 
Essays and Lectures, 
1969-2013 (Haymarket 
Books). Examines the 
nature of state power, 
and the moral and legal 
questions that often go 
unheeded.

Marietta Pritchard 
’73G, Among Strangers: 
A Family Story (The Im-
press Group). Two letters 
written by her grand-
father lead the author 
through inheritance and 
loss, war and peace, exile 
and rootedness, the grief 
of separation and the 
resilience of the human 
spirit.

Joseph Tolson ’73, ’90G, 
The Too New Detective 
Agency of Queens, NY 

(CreateSpace). Fourth-
graders solve cases in 
their community and 
school. Tolson’s second 
new children’s book is 
Lalo Moves to the City 
(CreateSpace), in which 
a Weimeraner helps chil-
dren overcome fears. 

Valerie Martin ’74G, 
The Ghost of the Mary 
Celeste: A Novel (Nan A. 
Talese). A mysteriously 
abandoned merchant 
vessel, young Arthur 
Conan Doyle, and a 
spiritualist medium and 
a journalist intent on 
exposing her as a fraud 
converge.

Doug Shepardson ’74, 
My Life (CreateSpace). 
Based on the translated 
memoirs of Zhongjiao 
Chin, a California farm 
girl, who returns to Hong 
Kong and China during 
the Japanese occupation 
of World War II and the 
subsequent Communist 
takeover. 

Sebern Fisher ’75, 
Neurofeedback in the 
Treatment of Develop-
mental Trauma: Calming 
the Fear-Driven Brain 
(W.W. Norton & Co.). 
Neurofeedback can foster 
a healthier state of mind.

Donna Leon ’75G, By 
Its Cover: A Commissario 
Guido Brunetti Mystery 
(Atlantic Monthly Press). 
The 23rd appearance of 
Commissario Brunetti in 

this internationally best-
selling series set in Italy.

Rick Pitino ’75, The 
One-Day Contract: How 
to Add Value to Every 
Minute of Your Life (St. 
Martin’s Press). His key 
to success, on the court 
and in life: create a con-
tract with yourself.

H. Steven Dashefsky 
’76G, Environmental 
Literacy from A to Z 
(CreateSpace). A quick 
reference for students, 
educators, and every-
one who wants to keep 
informed about our 
environment.

Okey Ndibe, ’76G, 
’09PhD, Foreign Gods, 
Inc. (Soho Press). A 
future in New York City 
comes with a price, and 
for Nigerian immigrant 
Ike, that price is theft. 

Wendy Capland ’77, 
Your Next Bold Move for 
Women: 9 Proven Steps 
to Everything You Ever 
Wanted (Vision Quest 
Consulting). Learn to 
listen to your deepest 
desires, move forward, 
and make your dreams 
a reality.

Frederick Joyce ’77, 
When I Go To Vietnam 
(Paulette B. Joyce). 
Posthumous publication 
about the author’s year as 
an infantryman at age 18.

James Baldwin ’78H, 
former faculty, Jimmy’s 
Blues and Other Poems 
(Beacon Press). A 
posthumous collection. 
Baldwin’s earliest writing 
was in poetic form, and 
throughout his lifetime 
Baldwin considered 
himself a poet. 

Lea Newman ’79PhD, 
Emily Dickinson, ‘Virgin 
Reclus’ and Rebel: 36 
Poems, Their Backstories, 
Her Life (Shires Press). 
Who was this closeted 
genius who dressed in 
white and lived the 
circumspect life of a New 
England spinster while 
secretly writing sublime 
erotic poetry? 

Dennis Finnell ’80G, 
Ruins Assembling 
(Shape&Nature Press). 
Takes the reader on a 
sprawling journey to see, 
smell, taste, and hear 
the tender cadences of a 
world that is both famil-
iar and terrible.

Carl Hoffman ’83, 
Savage Harvest: A Tale of 
Cannibals, Colonialism, 
and Michael Rockefeller’s 
Tragic Quest for Primitive 
Art (William Morrow). 
The author retraces 
Rockefeller’s steps to the 
jungles of New Guinea 
and immerses himself in 
a world of headhunters 
and cannibals to solve the 
mystery of Rockefeller’s 
1961 disappearance.
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Dusty Miller ’83EdD, 
Danger at the Gates: 
An Alice Ott Mystery 
(Levellers Press). From 
the peaceful banks of the 
Connecticut River into 
the dark secrets of an 
aging nuclear reactor, the 
Raging Grannies are at 
it again.

Lisa Borders ’84, The 
Fifty-First State (Engine 
Books). A terrible twist 
of fate forces two distant 
siblings to come together.

Ed Rayher ’84G, ’90G, 
’96PhD, All We Can Do Is 
Wait (Slate Roof Press). 
Handsewn poetry chap-
book with letterpress 
cover.

Charles Heller ’85 PhD, 
In Advance of Fate (Star 
Cloud Press). Biography 
of Massachusetts manu-
facturer George Stearns, 
the major financial 
backer of John Brown 
(Harpers Ferry), the 
leader of the Secret Six in 
Boston, and the recruiter 
of African Americans for 
Civil War regiments.

K.J. Hannah Greenberg 
’87PhD, Citrus-Inspired 
Ceramics (Aldrich 
Press). Seventy-eight 
whimsical and profound 
poems about Israel. 
Also by Greenberg: The 
Immediacy of Emotional 
Kerfuffles (Bards & Sages 
Publishing). Eighty 
stories strip away old-
fashioned prejudices, and 
even dally at the bizarre 
edges of living.

Federico I. Agnir 
’89EdD, When God Calls: 
A Faith-Journey Auto-
biography (Bookstand 
Publishing). The author’s 
journey from rural roots 
in the Philippines to a 
rural town in the United 
States where he lives 
for 30 years as a college 
professor and pastor.

Steven Schwankert ’91, 
Poseidon: China’s Secret 
Salvage of Britain’s Lost 
Submarine (Hong Kong 
University Press). A lively 
account of the Poseidon, 
a British submarine, the 
sub’s accidental collision 
with a freighter and the 
aftermath, and of the 
author’s quest to discover 
the shipwreck.

Laura Silver ’92, Knish: 
In Search of the Jewish 
Soul Food (Brandeis 
University Press). A 
deeply researched and 
very funny round-the-
world quest for the 
origins and modern-day 
manifestations of the 
knish by the world’s 
leading expert.

Edward O. Wilson ’93H, 
A Window on Eternity: A 
Biologist’s Walk Through 
Gorongosa National Park 
(Simon & Schuster). A 
luminous description of 
one of the biologically 
richest places in Africa, 
complemented by ex-
traordinary photographs 
of the park.

Peter Swanson ’96G, The 
Girl with a Clock for a 
Heart: A Novel (William 
Morrow).  A gripping 
novel in which a man’s 
ex-girlfriend re-enters his 
world looking for help. 

John Calipari ’97H, 
Players First: Coach-
ing from the Inside Out 
(Penguin Press HC). 
Former UMass Amherst 
coach discusses the path 
to personal and collective 
victory.

Jane Rosenberg LaForge 
’98G, An Unsuitable Prin-
cess: A True Fantasy/A 
Fantastical Memoir. 
(Jaded Ibis Press). Two 
stories told simultane-
ously: the true account 
of growing up square 
among Laurel Canyon 
hippies and a fantasy 
inspired by that life.

Karen Skolfield ’98G, 
faculty, Frost in the Low 
Areas (Zone 3 Press). 
Winner of the 2014 PEN 
New England Award in 
poetry.

Benjamin Locwin ’99, 
Introduction to Bio-
manufacturing (North-
east Biomanufacturing 
Center & Collaborative). 
Biopharmaceuticals may 
comprise one-fifth of 
the total drug market by 
2015.

Jill Mullin ’00, Drawing 
Autism (Akashic Books). 
A stunning volume of 
drawings, paintings, 
and collages created by 
people, from children 
to established artists, 
diagnosed with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder.

Michael Teig ’01G, 
There’s a Box in the 
Garage You Can Beat 
With a Stick (American 
Poets Continuum, BOA 
Editions Ltd.). The 
cofounder and editor-
at-large of jubilat has 
written poems that are 
moving, intelligent, and 
full of delight.

Travis Nichols ’04G, The 
More You Ignore Me (Cof-
fee House Press). Charli 
and Nico’s wedding blog 
has an uninvited guest: 
a commenter convinced 
the groom’s brother is 
romancing the bride.

Kathy-Ann Becker ’12, 
Silencing The Women: 
The Witch Trials of Mary 
Bliss Parsons (Booklock-
er.com). The true story 

of a woman too beautiful, 
too rich, and too outspo-
ken for her times.

Luke Huber ’13G, 
Disease Prevention and 
Treatment (Graphic 
World, Inc.). Translates 
research findings from 
thousands of studies into 
protocols for the preven-
tion and management 
of 130 common health 
concerns.

Lawrence S. DiCara, 
former trustee, Turmoil 
and Transition in Boston: 
A Political Memoir from 
the Busing Era (Hamilton 
Books). DiCara’s days 
as the youngest member 
ever elected to the Boston 
City Council and what it 
took to bring his city to 
the top. 

Amy Dryansky, former 
faculty, Grass Whistle 
(Salmon Poetry). Poems 
with a sense of humor 
that also pose serious 
questions: What do we 
want to be when we grow 
up? How will we know 
when we get there?

Peter Gizzi, faculty, In 
Defense of Nothing: Se-
lected Poems, 1987-2011 
(Wesleyan Poetry Series). 
Haunted, vibrant, and 
saturated with luminous 
detail, Gizzi’s poetry 
strikes a balance of hon-
esty, emotion, intellectual 
depth, and otherworldly 
resonance.

John Hennessy, faculty, 
Coney Island Pilgrims 
(Ashland Poetry Press). 
Poems on everything 
from Big Bird to pit bulls.

Barbara Krauthamer, 
faculty, and photographic 
historian Deborah 
Willis, Envisioning 
Emancipation: Black 
Americans and the 
End of Slavery (Temple 
University Press). Vividly 
displaying the seismic 
impact of emancipation 
on African Americans, 
this book won an 
NAACP Image Award 
for outstanding work 
of non-fiction in the 
literature category. Also 
by Krauthamer: Black 
Slaves, Indian Masters: 
Slavery, Emancipation, 
and Citizenship in the 
Native American South 
(The University of North 
Carolina Press).

John V. Lombardi, fac-
ulty, former chancellor, 
How Universities Work 
(Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press). A guide to 
understanding universi-
ties in America.

Michael Ponsor, former 
faculty, The Hanging 
Judge: A Novel (Open 
Road Media Mystery & 
Thriller). U.S. district 
judge who presided over 
the first death penalty 
trial in Massachusetts in 
over 50 years has written 
a suspense novel from 
the perspective of the 
judge.

Alan Robinson, 
faculty, The Idea-Driven 
Organization: Unlocking 
the Power in Bottom-Up 
Ideas (Berrett-Koehler 
Publishers). Frontline 
employees have 
unparalleled insights.
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2014 Distinguished Alumni Awards
The Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni Awards recognize the outstanding achievements  

of alumni, faculty, and special friends of UMass Amherst. Congratulations to the 2014 recipients,  
who received their awards at the Massachusetts State House in Boston in April.

Distinguished Alumni  Award

Audie Cornish ’01 has one of the most familiar voices on the radio as the co-host of All Things Considered, 
the go-to afternoon news program for more than 12 million National Public Radio listeners. She started her 
radio career at campus station WMUA and, with the help of an alumni-funded scholarship, interned at NPR  
in Washington, DC. She went on to make her mark as an ace reporter with WFCR (now NEPR) in Amherst, 
the Associated Press, and WBUR in Boston. She’s been back at NPR since 2006 and became the on-air host 
of Weekend Edition Sunday before moving on to All Things Considered.

Distinguished Honorary Alumni  Award

As speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives, Robert A. DeLeo has been a continuous champion 
of affordable, top-quality public higher education. Speaker DeLeo has led the legislature in increasing budgetary 
support, including funding in the FY14 budget that prevented tuition and fee increases at UMass for the 2013-14 
school year, and enacting initiatives to strengthen the UMass system. The speaker’s priorities also include strong 
fiscal management and reform to streamline and improve the economy and the government. Speaker DeLeo has 
represented the 19th Suffolk District in the Massachusetts House of Representatives since 1991.

Distinguished Faculty Award

Distinguished Professor of Political Science Sheldon Goldman is one of the nation’s leading experts on the topic 
of judicial selection and confirmation. He is the author of several books, including The Federal Courts as a Political 
System and Picking Federal Judges: Lower Court Selection from Roosevelt through Reagan. He is also the author 
of numerous journal articles and book chapters.  His research effectively shifted federal court scholarship from 
focusing solely on the Supreme Court to a broader and more inclusive study of law and the courts. He has also 
received many honors including several teaching awards during his nearly 50 years at UMass Amherst.

Distinguished Young Alumni  Award

John T. Saunders III ’06 inspired some of the nation’s best and brightest African American male collegiate 
scholars to use their talents to serve others while he worked as chief program officer for the Institute for 
Responsible Citizenship. The Washington, DC-based organization became one of the most competitive 
summer leadership programs in the country under his management. He recently joined Korn Ferry 
International where he supports talent searches for senior executives in the nonprofit, philanthropic,  
and social enterprise sectors.

Distinguished Alumni  Service Award

Brigadier General Jody J. Daniels ’93G, ’97PhD helps to enhance safety, security, and stability in Africa. 
She is the deputy director responsible for intelligence and counterintelligence with the US Africa Command 
(AFRICOM) in Stuttgart, Germany. Daniels, who studied computer science at UMass Amherst, facilitates 
situational awareness, warning, and assessments on the threats across 54 African countries. She has won a 
host of awards and decorations during her 30-plus years of reserve and active military service in the United 
States, Korea, Kosovo, and Iraq.
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1930s

Elizabeth I. Williams ’30S, 
12/2/2013, Dublin, OH

Russell E. Mac Cleery ’34, 
1/21/2012, Chichester, NH

E. Lawrence Packard ’35, 
1/28/2014, Palm Harbor, FL

M. Earle Chase ’36,  
1/16/2014, South Yarmouth

John F. Hanson ’37, ’43PhD, 
9/15/2013, Traverse City, MI

Robert S. Lyons ’38,  
3/4/2014, Franklin

Robert Riedl ’38S,  
2/23/2014, Worcester

1940s

Mildred B. (Bak) Bragdon ’40, 
12/25/2013, Manchester, ME

Antonia (Dec) Jakobek ’40, 
3/9/2014, Northampton

Henry M. Schreiber ’40, 
6/17/2012, Bethesda, MD

Rosalie (Beaubien) Bolton 
’41, 1/19/2014, Greenfield

Regina (Krawiec) Bryla ’41, 
4/11/2013, Tucson, AZ

Cynthia (Bailey) Jacobson ’41,  
11/28/2013, Brewster

Woodrow R. Jacobson ’41, 
9/10/2011, Brewster

Merton P. Lamden ’41, 
11/23/2013, Charlotte, VT

Everett L. Warner ’41, 
12/12/2013, Lancaster, PA

Wilma (Fiske) Reed ’42, 
12/29/2013, West Danby, NY

John E. Bennett ’43,  
1/23/2014, Rockport

William E. Clark ’43, 
12/27/2013, Waterford, CT

Rosalind (Goodhue) 
Kingsbury ’43,  
12/26/2013, Wayland

Leona (Hibbard) Chunglo ’45, 
7/1/2013, Horseheads, NY

Caroline (Smith) Kennison 
’46, 2/5/2013, Raleigh, NC

Constance M. (LaChance) 
Stokinger ’46,  
1/27/2014, Wilmington

Alexander R. Amell ’47, 
2/26/2013, Durham, NH

Joanna (Waite) Anderson ’48, 
11/25/2013, Charlton

Margaret E. (Peck) Dean ’48, 
1/25/2014, Shelburne 

Edward C. Edwards ’48, 
3/9/2012, Scottsdale, AZ

Chester E. Falby ’48, 
1/12/2014, Nehalem, OR

Leon V. St. Pierre ’48S, 
2/16/2014, Longmeadow

Phyllis E. (Goodrich) Zack 
’48, 2/24/2014, Pittsfield

Henry W. Ballou ’49, 8/27/2013, 
Hendersonville, NC

Aram K. Conragan Jr. ’49, 
3/5/2014, Naples, FL

Richard B. Dowley ’49S, 
3/8/2012, Newfane, VT

Ralph J. Fishman ’49, 
7/22/2013, Waban

Richard W. Leroy ’49,  
2/1/2014, Prior Lake, MN

In Memoriam

Stanley E. Waskiewicz ’40S, 
’49, ’51G, 1/5/2014,  
Beaufort, SC

John H. White ’49,  
1/18/2014, Winchendon

1950s

Frederick N. Anderson Jr. ’50, 
2/6/2014, Shelburne, VT

Irving Berg ’50,  
9/18/2011, Good Hope, IL

Frank D. Brogan ’50, 
7/31/2013, Winter Park, FL

Robert M. Conary ’50, 
12/4/2013, Schenectady, NY

Howard E. Daniels ’50, 
1/3/2014, West Springfield

Eugene M. Isenberg ’50, ’00H, 
3/16/2014, Palm Beach, FL

Fred J. Schaake ’50,  
3/21/2014, Hampton, NH

Jeremias Simas ’50,  
1/14/2014, Wareham

David J. Smith ’50,  
3/8/2014, West Peabody 

George C. Youland ’50, 
3/1/2014, Plymouth, MN

James L. Collins ’51,  
2/9/2014, Hillsboro, OR

Donald W. Curtis ’51,  
2/1/2014, Greenfield

Edmund J. Frydryk ’51, 
11/13/2013, Hillsboro, OH

William A. Hutchinson ’51S, 
’69PhD, 2/19/2014, Amherst

Christine M. (Noiseux) Linn 
’51, 12/6/2013, Rome, NY

Russell W. Shaw ’51,  
12/3/2013, Plymouth

Donald O. Taggart ’51, 
1/3/2014, East Orleans

Selwyn H. Taylor ’51, 
2/20/2014, Shorewood, WI

Fred N. Creed ’52,  
2/3/2014, Warner, NH

Carroll R. Davis ’52, 
12/14/2013, Hebron, NH

Joseph M. Drelick ’52S, 
12/16/2010, Methuen

Allen K. Griggs ’52,  
1/16/2014, Abington

Joanne (Newman) Kohn ’52, 
12/11/2013, Peabody

Charles M. Moshier ’52, 
10/12/2012, Bloomfield, MI

Robert J. Sinkiewicz ’52, 
3/2/2012, Weymouth

Oddvar Solstad ’52G, 
7/17/2012, Marblehead

Lawrence D. Haworth ’53, 
10/6/2013, Orlando, FL

Herbert F. Saunders Jr. ’53, 
3/1/2014, Stuart, FL

Joyce (Barnard) Conlan ’54, 
1/29/2014, Meredith, NH

Ruth (Burns) Davin ’54, 
1/16/2014, Oak Bluffs

Herbert W. Headle Jr. ’54, 
11/26/2011,  
Fernandina Beach, FL

William F. Kearney ’54, 
4/18/2013, Deerfield, NY

Donald Y. Knepper ’54, 
12/18/2013, Harwich Port

Barbara A. Burnham ’55, 
3/24/2013, Danvers

Louis R. Glinka ’55,  
2/23/2014, Stamford, CT

Jay A. Hammond ’55S, 
12/28/2013, Midlothian, VA

Mary P. Casey-Santucci ’56, 
12/2/2013, Dexter, MI

Carol (Goldman) Cooper ’56, 
11/25/2013, Norwalk, CT

William H. Murdy ’56, 
3/19/2014, Kennesaw, GA

Henry B. Trull Jr. ’56, 
4/11/2013, Tewksbury

John E. Winters ’56, 
12/17/2013, West Springfield

Ronald Gagnon ’57,  
2/9/2014, Bradford Woods, PA

Carol (Lally) Goodwin ’57, 
1/22/2014, West Warwick, RI

Joseph L. Hart ’57G,  
12/5/2013, Punta Gorda, FL

Michel Andre Kildare ’57, 
12/7/2013, Grass Valley, CA

Clifford C. Mayhew Jr. ’57, 
3/18/2014, Springfield

John T. Petersen ’57, 
6/12/2013, Richmond, VT

Norman B. Pike ’57, 
11/29/2013, Ashfield

Pietro A. Rotondo ’57, 
8/15/2013, San Diego, CA

Joseph R. Carrier ’58S, 
2/13/2014, Mattapoisett

David A. Caverly ’58,  
1/7/2014, Saint Louis, MO

Carol A. (Bjork) Paul ’58, 
5/14/2013, East Walpole

Peter St. Lawrence ’58, 
2/1/2014, Acton

Robert K. Temple ’58, 
11/27/2011, Gorham, ME

J. Jerrol Vickerson ’58, 
3/11/2014, Winthrop, ME

Douglas A. Wood ’58,  
2/4/2012, Red Lion, PA

Janet M. (Isaac) Crain ’59, 
1/26/2014, Hingham

Robert F. Dallmeyer ’59, 
2/8/2014, Los Angeles, CA

Harry C. Damon ’59, 
6/30/2013, Foxborough

James J. Enwright ’59, 
5/23/2011, Randallstown, MD

Henry N. Fournier ’59, 
3/11/2014, Westfield

Milton Lebowitz ’59, 
2/15/2014, Methuen

Joseph L. Mullens ’59S, 
2/17/2014, Westfield

William W. Nicoll ’59, 
3/5/2014, Plaistow, NH

Robert L. O’Brien ’59, 
8/16/2013, Rochester, NY

Joseph H. O’Neil ’59, 
1/29/2014, Brewster

Robert S. Smith ’59, 
12/09/2013, Groton, CT

Philip C. Stowell ’59, 
12/18/2012, Grove, OK

Barrie G. Sullivan ’59, 
2/22/2014,  
Greenwood Village, CO

George W. Thelin II ’59, 
11/2/2013, Omaha, NE

1960s

Vahan D. Barooshian ’60, 
2/8/2014, Auburn, NY

David W. Cheever ’60, 
12/9/2013, Bedford, NH

Alfred J. Godin ’60G,  
3/3/2014, Fitchburg

James T. Gustafson ’60, 
12/10/2013, Canastota, NY

Thomas R. Hegg ’60, 
12/13/2013, Columbus, IN

Carol Jansson ’60,  
3/6/2014, Lincroft, NJ

Carol A. (Grady) Morris ’60, 
1/10/2014, Citrus Heights, CA

Patricia (Stanley) Potter ’60, 
2/2/2014, Greenfield

Joan (Killkelley) Beam ’61, 
3/7/2014, Winston Salem, NC

Walter H. Davidsson ’61, ’63G, 
1/11/2012, Seattle, WA

Ernest E. Dunbar ’61, 
1/1/2014, New London, NH

Diana (Piatkowski) Harwood 
’61, ’87G, 11/26/2013,  
Great Barrington

Oliver J. Hebert ’61, ’63G, 
12/18/2013,  
Northern Cambria, PA

Robert E. Lumppio ’61S, 
10/31/2013, Townsend

John D. Mulhearn ’61S, 
12/9/2013, West Hartford, CT

Kristin (Albertson) Stata ’61, 
6/23/2013, Marion, AL

Richard U. Thornton ’61, 
12/18/2013, Yarmouth Port

John P. Williamson ’61, 
7/11/2013, Lady Lake, FL

Vincent P. Cousineau ’62, 
2/22/2014, Wilmington, NC

Leigh D. Mantell ’62S, 
12/26/2013, Nashport, OH

Dennis F. O’Connor ’62G, 
12/6/2013, Agawam

Paul C. Badavas ’63, ’65G, 
3/16/2014, Southborough

William H. Rouleau ’63, 
7/5/2013, Piedmont, SD

Sonja (Anderson) Kirk ’64, 
1/31/2014, Bolton, CT

Paul F. Marini ’64,  
12/6/2013, Falmouth

Richard F. Morton ’64, 
2/21/2014, East Longmeadow

James C. West ’64,  
12/26/2013, Jupiter, FL

Theodore B. Belsky ’65, ’66G, 
’71PhD, 2/2/2014,  
South Hadley

Wendy (Hall) Bourgeois ’65, 
1/14/2013, Hinsdale, NY

Richard E. Christ ’65PhD, 
1/11/2014, Columbus, GA 

Ann E. (Baker) Flanders ’65, 
11/27/2010, Pittsfield, NH

David L. Vince ’65S,  
1/18/2014, Millbrook, NY

Elizabeth M. Toscano ’66G, 
12/18/2013, Hyannis

Roberta (Smith) Watterson 
’66, 8/11/2012,  
Sullivan’s Island, SC

Harry L. Glazier ’67S, 
3/17/2014, Northfield

Arnold F. Klayman ’67, 
11/22/2013, Haverhill

Peter P. Lucchesi ’67S, 
2/23/2014, South Hadley

Barbara R. Newbern ’67G, 
6/30/2010, Fort Pierce, FL

Dennis M. Ryan ’67,  
2/14/2014, Vienna, VA

Richard J. Boutelle ’68G, 
2/28/2013, Waynesboro, VA

Dawn E. (Carleton) Clarke ’68, 
1/19/2014, Southbridge

Diane L. (Young) Franklin ’68, 
2/14/2014, Warwick, RI

Charles J. Glinski ’68, 
12/4/2013, West Springfield

Donald B. Hajec ’68G, 
8/6/2013, Andover

Ira W. Leighton ’68,  
7/26/2013, Holliston

Peter S. Schofield ’68S, 
1/22/2013, Henderson, KY

Ruth (Mccullough) Souweine 
’68, 3/2/2014, Bangor, ME

Elinor (Pappas) Baker ’69, 
1/20/2014, Falmouth

Elisabeth A. (Passler) Royal 
’69, 1/15/2014, Bernardston

1970s

Eugene F. Caso ’70,  
3/31/2013, Dedham

Marian (Seaman) Feeney 
’70G, 2/2/2014, Chester, CT

Myron C. Rokoszak ’70G, 
2/21/2014, Stoddard, NH

Maryann J. (Yurawski) 
Stefanik ’70, 2/25/2013,  
West Springfield

Dale B. Truesdell ’70, ’74G, 
’89G, 12/21/2013,  
Shelburne Falls

Michael Darman ’71, 
08/10/2012, Framingham

Walter F. Dermody ’71, 
4/26/2013, Seekonk

Linda E. (Bak) deVarennes 
’71, 2/27/2014, Florence

Donald H. Dion ’71S, 
12/11/2013, Norton

Frederick C. Kelley ’71S, 
2/10/2014, Shelburne

Karen M. (Lajzer) King ’71, 
2/17/2014, Olathe, KS

Cherry (Fabe) Michelman 
’71PhD, 12/1/2013, 
Longmeadow

Sandra J. (Cain) Tolson ’71, 
1/21/2014, Whitman

Paul F. Allen ’72G,  
7/19/2013, Colebrook, NH

Henry J. Casso ’72EdD, 
2/24/2014, Albuquerque, NM

Mary J. Colton ’72,  
11/18/2013, Concord, NH

Michael T. Foley ’72, 
12/11/2013, Arlington

Morris L. Harmon ’72G, 
3/10/2014, Baldwinsville, NY 

Bertil Liander ’72PhD, 
3/10/2014, Easthampton

Barbara S. Peirce ’72, 
1/5/2014, San Pedro, CA

William C. Barrett ’73, 
1/5/2014, Keene, NH

Carol J. Burnham ’73, 
10/1/2013, Turners Falls

Sharon (Holm) Christie ’73, 
7/3/2012, Newport, NH
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Arthur W. Edwards ’73EdD, 
11/30/2013, Flemington, NJ

Robert B. Hanron ’73, 
3/11/2010, Hull

Walter Josti ’73,  
3/1/2014, Shrewsbury

William T. Kersey ’73, 
2/9/2014, North Chelmsford

Paul Moschella ’73PhD, 
2/28/2014, Farmington, CT

Catherine A. Murray ’73, 
1/10/2014, Newburyport

Thomas J. Murray ’73PhD, 
9/17/2013, Bronx, NY

Rita (Magnani) Wells ’73, 
4/28/2011, Ashland

Clarice (Gaston) Williams ’73, 
3/01/2013, Bloomfield, CT

Patricia H. Bischoff ’74G, 
1/4/2014, Falmouth, ME

Margaret (Mahoney) Graham 
’74, 2/27/2011, Wilmington

Maurice J. Granfield Jr. ’74, 
’77G, 1/9/2014, Springfield

C. Robert Mulcahy ’74, 
3/20/2014, Springfield

Barbara (Flammia) Phillips 
’74, 2/17/2014, Pembroke

Alfred R. Rios ’74EdD, 
2/23/2014, Westfield

Walter Spaderna ’74, 
11/3/2013, Delray Beach, FL

Louis Tredeau ’74,  
2/12/2014, Milford

Bradley W. Calnan ’75, 
1/1/2014, Medway

William D. Heiden ’75, 
11/28/2013, Greenfield

Yusef A. (Huddleston) 
Lateef ’75EdD, 12/23/2013, 
Shutesbury

Michael S. Martin ’75, 
3/8/2014, Greensboro, NC

Jerome V. McDonald ’75, 
11/27/2013, Weymouth

Dennis L. Pillsbury ’75G, 
2/2/2014, Gill

Joseph F. Shea ’75,  
12/1/2013, Danvers

John W. Barnett ’76G, 
6/4/2013, Key Biscayne, FL

Lorin W. Larsen ’76G, 
12/9/2013, Brigham City, UT

James M. Torrance ’76, 
9/25/2010, New York, NY

Stuart A. Alpert ’77,  
1/25/2014, Springfield

Maryann T. Dooley ’77, 
1/10/2011, South Wellfleet

Kathleen (Fallon) Guy ’77, 
12/12/2013, South Deerfield

Eusebius C. Kelley ’77, 
12/31/2013,  
North Providence, RI

Patricia (Beinar) Kelley ’77, 
5/1/2013, Leicester

Watson B. Laughton ’77, 
3/13/2011,  
Spokane Valley, WA

John T. Pack ’77PhD, 
2/18/2014, Monroe City, MO

Mona I. Rice ’77,  
11/26/2013, Westport, NY

Robert J. Almquist ’78S, 
1/11/2014, Tuftonboro, NH

Bruce R. Bergeron ’78, 
11/27/2013, South Attleboro

Elizabeth A. Canning ’78, 
2/21/2014, Burlington, VT

Jean R. (Vaiksnoris) Cash ’78, 
2/27/2014, Plaistow, NH

Arthur A. Goto Jr. ’78G, 
1/26/2014, New Fairfield, CT

Paul L. Horng ’78G,  
5/12/2013,  
Glendale Heights, IL

Winifred K. Hubbard ’78, 
2/25/2014, Portsmouth, NH

Peter J. Kingsley ’79, 
12/15/2013, Hadley

1980s

Nancy T. Aceto ’80,  
10/21/2012, Watertown 

Paul Butler III ’80G,  
3/20/2014, Portland, ME

May I. Deane ’80, ’86G, 
2/13/2014, Orange

Mary J. Ford ’80,  
6/24/2013, Sutton

Jerry P. Katz ’80,  
12/1/2013, South Hadley

Risa D. Gerrig ’81,  
4/21/2013, Dracut

Marjorie A. Joyce ’81G, 
1/10/2014, Yarmouthport

Maria B. (Pesella) Maggio ’81, 
7/22/2013, Everett

Kenneth C. Marquis ’81, 
2/27/2012, Arlington

Leila M. Joseph ’82EdD, 
1/16/2014, Bristol, VT

Thomas J. Madden ’82PhD, 
2/23/2014, Columbia, SC

Karen (Elliott) Merrill ’82, 
12/2/2013, Vero Beach, FL

John D. Morin ’82,  
3/1/2012, Lomita, CA

Velma Thomas ’82,  
11/30/2013, Old Saybrook, CT

Michael A. Boczanowski ’83S, 
2/28/2014, Medway

Margaret R. Delia ’83, 
1/24/2014, Lake Pleasant

Michael M. Lally ’83, 
1/26/2014, Acton

Dwight C. Kiel ’84PhD, 
8/8/2013, Orlando, FL

Daniel A. McKenna ’84, 
1/22/2014, Amherst

Ward Pendleton ’82S, ’84, 
1/18/2014, Grafton

Susan (Prentice) Woodward 
’84, 2/25/2014,  
Sacramento, CA

Julienne L. (Ruth) 
Fahnestock ’85, 12/8/2013, 
Mechanicsburg, PA

Adam R. Greene ’85, 
12/22/2013, Madison, WI

Robert B. Mansfield ’85, 
5/2/2013, Norwood

Joan M. Millett ’85G, 
12/16/2013, West Springfield

Dempsey E. Wells Jr. ’85G, 
1/21/2014, Springfield

Elaine M. Cuphone ’86EdD, 
4/14/2012, Centerville

James A. DeWeese ’86, 
12/14/2013, North Attleboro

Alice I. (Harrison) Gaudreau 
’86, 6/30/2013, Everett

Charles A. Haines ’86, 
12/31/2013, Marlborough

Sari E. Liedes ’86,  
1/28/2014, Lake Worth, FL

John F. Augustine ’87, 
2/23/2013, Harlingen, TX

Linda A. (Crowley) Gosule ’87,  
3/13/2014, Fitchburg

Jeanne K. (Mckee) Luiz ’87G, 
12/6/2013, Westfield

Mary Lee (Trompke) Robison 
’87, ’95G, ’06PhD,  
3/24/2014, South Hadley

Scott E. Waddington ’87S, 
12/1/2013, Fox Point, WI

Colleen P. O’Neil ’88,  
1/6/2014, Quincy

Charles A. Villee ’88G, 
12/11/2013, Grafton

Joanne Bohland ’89, 
5/10/2013, Conley, GA

Dipak S. Sheth ’89G, 
12/12/2012, Lyndhurst, OH

Jerry B. Wittenberg ’89, 
3/10/2012, Beverly

1990s

Michael E. Denney ’90G, 
12/6/2012, Springfield

Deborah G. Coffin ’91EdD, 
1/31/2013, Vinalhaven, ME

David R. Proper ’91G, 
1/19/2014, Keene, NH

Roy T. Hull ’92G,  
4/5/2012, Bonaire, GA

Nathan A. Krystall ’92, 
6/2/2013, Glenview, IL

Constance E. Payne ’92, ’95G, 
12/15/2013, Northampton

Gaston R. Cangiano ’94, 
5/18/2011, San Diego, CA

Jennifer S. Cook ’94G, ’04EdD, 
3/14/2014,  
North Providence, RI

Sean M. Myron ’96,  
1/10/2014, Londonderry, NH

Cynthia F. Gauthier ’98, 
2/23/2014, Taunton

Erica H. Inerfeld ’99, 
2/23/2014,  
East Brunswick, NJ

2000s

Daria Stone ’01G,  
2/13/2014,  
Windsor Locks, CT

Nicholas K. Urbanek ’02, 
12/18/2013, New Bedford

Pamela (Sadowski) Sampson 
’03, 12/30/2013, Hadley

Adam W. Smith ’03, 
12/09/2013, Attleboro

Polly Poor ’08,  
3/10/2014, Strafford, VT

Sarah D. Ruiz ’08,  
1/1/2014, Marblehead

Robert G. Mercurio ’10S, 
12/11/2013,  
East Randolph, VT 

Faculty

Herschel G. Abbott,  
3/1/2014, Leverett 

G. Ernest. Anderson Jr., 
12/8/2013, Madison, CT

Carl A. Carlozzi,  
12/16/2013, Northampton

Sidney J. Claunch,  
2/17/2014, Easthampton

Roberta Collard,  
3/19/2014, Ashfield

Alice H. Friedman,  
1/14/2014, Amherst

John F. Hanson ’37, ’43PhD, 
9/15/2013, Traverse City, MI

Franklin W. Houn,  
2/3/2014, Silver Spring, MD

Robert Ward Lentilhon, 
4/19/2014, Palm Coast, FL

Bertil Liander ’72PhD, 
3/10/2014, Easthampton

Cherry (Fabe) Michelman 
’71PhD, 12/1/2013, 
Longmeadow

Joan M. Millett ’85G, 
12/16/2013, West Springfield

Mary Lee (Trompke) Robison 
’87, ’95G, ’06PhD,  
former faculty,  
3/24/ 2014, South Hadley

Virginia V. Scott,  
3/1/2014, Amherst

Oddvar Solstad ’52G, 
7/17/2012, Marblehead

Ronald R. Steele,  
2/25/2014, Amherst

Richard Ulin,  
11/19/2013,  
Damariscotta, ME
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ZIP 05346: Putney, Vermont

Lessons in  
Lamb Chops
My career as a modern-day  
gleaner.

By Alice James ’07

FOR TONIGHT’S MENU I’m preparing crêpe 
with shallots, mascarpone cream, thyme, 

roasted apples, and beef sausage; heirloom bean, 
cheddar, and roasted lamb ravioli; and sides of 
wilted greens, sautéed vegetables, and a cherry 
tomato ragout. 

I didn't have a specific career plan for the self-
designed BDIC degree that led me to this kitchen. 
My plan was to continue to follow my gut, and to 
delve into agriculture and education.

 By evening I wrote papers on food systems 
in North America. By day I chopped and served 
food at Earthfoods. I assumed that my career 
would lead to a job in the educational sector. I 
assumed that my post-UMass days would look 
more like the ones I spent writing about food 
policy than the days I spent washing and chop-
ping kale. My degree taught me to think about 
food; my job taught me to cook it.  It follows 
that a self-designed degree would lead to a self-
designed job.

Just as I could not find any one major that 
encompassed my interests, in the years following 
graduation, I could not find any single job that 
incorporated all my skills. In 2012 I designed 
my own career.  I envisioned a restaurant that 
built on both farm-to-table and community sup-
ported agriculture (CSA) models. Named The 
Gleanery, the restaurant’s business model is one 
in which community members bought shares to 
fund the start up, and are repaid in meals.  Natu-
rally, collaboration with local farms is integral; 
the restaurant also collaborates very closely with 
local artisans. The tables, plates, and decorations 
are made locally. This restaurant model is also 
designed to address issues of food waste, turning 
seconds and surplus into wonderful meals.

My days in my restaurant now reflect my days 
at college with surprising symmetry. I may be 
scrutinizing the economics of purchasing from 
small farms in the morning, move into chopping 
kale in the afternoon, and writing grant applica-
tions late into the night.

In college, I created a wide definition of what 
educational environments look like. My life has 
pushed the scope of that definition even further. 
As much as I can describe the importance of eat-
ing good food, I have discovered that what really 
awakens people to it is tasting it for themselves.  
It turns out, feeding a customer a rosemary-
seared lamb chop does provide an experiential 
education on sustainable agriculture.  Teaching a 
young culinary intern that the menu does not get 

written until the farmers 
have dropped off their 
surplus from the market is 
an experiential education.

I chose the  phrase 
“sustainable agriculture” to 
describe my studies; I now 
describe it as “restorative 
agriculture and culture.” 

The word restaurateur 
derives from the French 
for to restore. Originally, 
restaurateurs provided 
meals to weary travelers, 
restoring their vitality. 
Restaurateur is the title 
I identify with; my job is 
to restore people’s spirits 
through food, to restore 
the land and sense of 
culture through our ap-
proach, and to restore 
community and economic 
vibrancy to our town.

Restaurateur Alice James ’07  
with the jar wall at The Gleanery.
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LET UMASS PROVIDE YOU WITH
A DAY TO REMEMBER!

UMass is that unique venue 
you’ve been looking for. With a 
reputation for exceptional food, 
creative displays and attentive 
service, UMass has the experience 
to make your wedding unforgettable.

Contact us at 413.577.8200
Catering@mail.aux.umass.edu
www.umass.edu/catering

MEETINGS • EVENTS • CONFERENCES

What  makes Hotel UMass and
 the UMass Conference Center 
unique is the way our entire focus is 
on you. Whether you are planning 
a national convention for 10,000 
or a meeting for 10, our highly 
trained and attentive staff are 
here to accommodate  you. 

With premier onsite catering, 
modern hotel accommodations, 
flexible meeting space and 
full service registration support, 
UMass has something 
for everyone.

Unforgettable 
W E D D I N G S  A T  U M A S S  A M H E R S T

Stay in the Heart
of the Campus

One Campus Center Way
Amherst MA 01003
877.822.2110
www.hotelumass.com



Dr. Walter Chroniak ’43, who retired last year as a physician after 62 years in practice, has 
made a gift to support the biology department, which he says nurtured his love of science and 
helped launch his medical career. “I had a great education,” he says. “My embryonic class at 
UMass was better than the course in medical school.” 

While an undergraduate, he was assigned a proctorship, conducted research at Woods Hole on 
a scholarship, and worked at the radio station and various labs. “I was treated very well,” he says. 
“All my teachers were exceptional.”

After graduating from UMass Amherst, Chroniak attended medical school at Hahnemann 
Medical College and Hospital, now Drexel University College of Medicine, graduating in 1947. 
He interned at the Indiana University Hospitals and opened his family medical practice in 
Indianapolis where he and his late wife, Helen, raised their children. He retired in 2013, closing 

his practice, which had included making house calls.
Chroniak’s planned gift is a percentage of the remainder 

of his IRA. He says his intention is to make the gift un-
restricted to biology so the department chair can decide 
how best to use the funds. He hopes his gift from the 
IRA (which will come to UMass Amherst tax free)  
will inspire other alumni to make 
donations. 

A Doctor’s Gift to Biology

“I recommend fellow alumni use their 
IRAs to make gifts. IRA gifts are easy 
to arrange and go to UMass Amherst 
after we no longer need them.”

—Walter Chroniak, MD

Dr. Chroniak was awarded 
the Bronze Star while serving 
in the U.S. Army.
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To learn more about giving strategies that best meet your family’s needs, please contact the UMass Office of Planned Giving, 
Pam Acheson at (413) 577-1402 (pacheson@admin.umass.edu) or Lawrence Osborn at (413) 545-2796 (losborn@admin.umass.edu).
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